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ABSTRACT

Most studies concerning crime seriousness research have concentrated

on samples consisting of college students and/or general public populations.

The lack of research directed toward surveying crime seriousness perceptions
from populations within the criminal justice system, as well as, enhancing the
seriousness research database were catalysts for undertaking the study. This
thesis examines the perceptions of the seriousness of crime of three police
departments. Initially begun in 1988, this study was designed to measure the

attitudes of police officers based on a series of 63short criminal vignettes.
Due to the specific population targeted in this study, a purposive or non
random sampling method was employed. The measuring instrument utilized
was a Likert scale consisting of a range between one (least serious)to ten
(most serious). The overall response rate for the three departments was 45%
(N= 196). The results of the study suggest that the respondents tend to rate the
offenses in an extremely homogeneous manner. Minimal differences were

reported for within and between department comparisons. Consistent with

previous seriousness studies, the respondents from this study tended to rate
personal and property offenses as more serious, with less dispersion shown in
the ratings for the more serious crimes than those offenses located toward the

bottom of the scale. Finally, in comparing the results with those studies

previously completed, data from the current study appear to be consistent with
regard to rank order and levels of dispersion.
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Chapter 1
Problem Statement

The public perception of the seriousness of crime has been a focal point
of Interest and analysis for social science researchers over the past thirty years.
Since the classic study by Sellln and Wolfgang In 1964, the population
samples, tools of measurement, methods of analysis, and Interpretations of the

data (with regard to perception of crime seriousness) have varied considerably.
Despite the variety of techniques utilized In numerous studies by researchers,
there seems to be a universal or general theme of consensus, as to the
perception of the seriousness of crime(Rossi, Walte, Bose, and Berk, 1974;

Cullen, Link, and Polanzl, 1982; Sellln and Wolfgang, 1964; and Wolfgang,
FIgllo, Tracy, and Singer, 1985). In particular, crimes against persons and

victlmless crimes have shown continued consensus even within subgroup
analysis(Rossi et al., 1974; Wolfgang et al., 1985; and Durham, 1988).

However, In other studies such as Rossi et al.(1974), subgroup analysis of

demographic variables did Indicate minor variation In overall mean ratings,
specifically young. Black female respondents who tended to rate offenses as

more serious than the sample average. Further, using multiple regression
analysis. Individuals who have attained higher eduacatlon (specifically,
younger respondents who have or recently had formal education) tended to rate

crime In agreement with the total sample average.

Most seriousness studies have concentrated on population samples

consisting of college students and members of the general population. Very few
seriousness studies have surveyed respondents from other segments of the
population. In particular, the population within the field of criminal justice has

had little attention with regard to this research topic. Several studies have
included participants of the courtroom workgroup, such as probation officers,

prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judges (Sellin and Wolfgang, 1964;
McCleary et al., 1981; and Roth, 1978). Other studies have tapped the law
enforcement population, usually in a secondary or supplemental manner, as

part of a general study (e.g., Sellin and Wolfgang). There are but a few studies
published that have limited their population sample to police officers or that

have considered law enforcement personnel as a focal point of study (Pontell et
al., 1985; Levi and Jones, 1985; and Corbett and Simon, 1991).
The lack of research compiled from this select population seems to be an area

of questionable neglect or at the very least, an undue oversight. It would seem
that this untapped population would be of immense interest to researchers who

ponder the impact of seriousness research and policy development.
Law enforcement officers constitute a unique sample opportunity to
researchers due to the nature of their duty and daily interaction with criminal
offenders and exposure to offenses, similar to those found in most seriousness

research questionnaires. Curiosity, let alone the desire to expand the
seriousness database, should at least compel researchers to determine the
perceptions of a sample who are given the authority to enforce the laws that

society (including the officers) has created. Researchers should not necessarily
be limited to curiosity, but should be intrigued as to whether the very nature of
the police profession affects their perception of crime seriousness when

compared to respondents sampled from a residential community or college
campus. Furthermore, it would seem to be of minimal interest to ascertain if

tolerance or threshold differences exist between police officers and the general

population, as well as whether possible differences exist between individual

departments and separate comparable departments. It would seem plausible
that the members of society who are constantly dealing with criminal offenses
as part of the daily regime may become cynically intolerant or subconsciously
desensitized. Perhaps, there may even be some respondents who are able to
maintain objectivity when rating crime seriousness vignettes.
There are still numerous other considerations that create a sense of

inquisitiveness in studying this population, including those reasons given for
surveying seriousness responses from the general population or college
campus. The analysis and ramifications of crime seriousness ratings can be
used in a variety of ways that may contribute to legislative development.
Wolfgang et al., suggest that"an accurate measure of[crime]

seriousness...would be helpful to lawmakers and policy makers"(p. v). Durham

(1986, p. 3-4)states that"in a democratic society the discovery of consensus is
significant to those interested in developing sentences based upon crime
seriousness." Jacoby and Dunn (1987)further suggest that crime seriousness
scores are second only to offense type when considering prison sentence

length. That is to say, only the type and degree of offense committed (e.g.,
murder, rape, etc...), as defined by law, has more of an effect when considering
prison sentencing than does the perceived seriousness of the offense.

Wolfgang et al. also agree with the above studies that public opinion ratings
may assist in assessing the appropriateness of crime and the resulting
sentence and in the allocation of depleting criminal justice resources(see also
Durham, 1988, and Rossi, Simpson, and Miller, 1985).
Both quantitative (e.g.. Uniform Crime Report and National Crime Victims

Survey)and qualitative crime data are necessary to enable the researcher, and

ultimately the lay person, to have a reasonable perception and understanding
of the crime situation for a given area. Several authors point out that

seriousness research can act as social indicators and may even suggest if
specific criminal offenses are increasing or decreasing (Warr, 1987 and
Wolfgang et al., 1985). With prudent and guarded interpretation of the
summation of aggregated data, a comprehensible and simplified depiction of

public sentiment develops, rather than a complicated and confusing offense by
offense analysis.

However, the utilization of crime seriousness ratings must also consider

several additional issues. Hoffman and Hardyman (1986, p. 414)agree that
seriousness scores provide "feedback" to policymakers, but caution that

"criminal justice decisions should not necessarily mirror public opinion." Corbett

and Simon (1991, p. 153)state that"mere measures of public perceptions of

seriousness do not necessarily mean that the public desires some change to be
made." Clearly, the presentation, interpretation, and application of crime
seriousness ratings by policymakers and academicians must be considered in
a cautious and conscientious manner.
Statement of Hvootheses

Based upon the concerns noted above, police officers have been an
overlooked population with the potential to offer a wealth of information and
insight to seriousness research. The statements listed below will consider some

important and interesting areas of focus that will be addressed and discussed in
this paper.
Hvpothesis 1:

Police officers responding to this study will have similar crime
seriousness assessments to that of selected seriousness studies such as Rossi

et al's(1974) Baltimore population sample, Pontell et al's(1985) national police

chief sample, and McCleary et al's(1981)survey of the courtroom workgroup.
Thus, the present study proposes a general consensus between respondents of
the present study and those done previously.
Hvoothesis 2:

The present study will illustrate varying tolerance (threshold)

levels reflective of the respondents'location and criminal environment (i.e.,
department location and current crime rates). Essentially, the respondents from

each police department surveyed will view crime seriousness differently.
Hvoothesis 3:

The police officers from the three departments will view the

perception of crime differently based on demographic and job characteristics.

Personal data(such as gender, race, and education) and job data (such as

length of service, current job rank, etc...) will affect the respondents' perception
of crime.
Limitations of the Studv

The results of the study can be generalized to limited populations,

specifically, those populations similar to the study's sample and demographics.
However, the results of this study may be comparable to the general consensus
found in previous studies. Time and money are two other limitations. The lack of

previous research similar to the topic area of this population may cause difficulty
in obtaining literature directly related to the study and comparing results

between studies. Finally, the number of respondents and the demographic
information about the respondents of the study are limited. Thus, inhibiting the
scope of analysis that can be exercised on these data (particularly, within group
analysis).

Chapter 2
Literature Review

As previously discussed, crime seriousness studies appear to limit

themselves to population samples consisting of college students and/or the
general public. Due to previous research attempts concentrating on the
previously mentioned populations, limited research could be found that is
relatively similar to the population sample chosen for this study.

The literature review section will focus first on general population crime
seriousness research, highlighting classic literature that has impacted the
methodology and design of this study. Studies will then be reviewed that focus

on how respondents determine crime seriousness ratings. Criticism of crime
seriousness research methods and its implications will then be discussed.

Finally, studies specific to the criminal justice system will be considered.
The classic study by Sellin and Wolfgang in 1964 brought to light the
potential wealth of qualitative information and usefulness of crime seriousness

research to practitioners and policymakers, which has continued over the past
thirty years. This landmark study focused on creating a scale that could
measure qualitative data, such as the perception on the seriousness of crime,

and could also be analyzed using higher level analyses (i.e., ordinal or
interval). Based on the research of Stevens and Galanter in the area of

psychophysical measurement, Sellin and Wolfgang devised a magnitude scale
and an eleven point categorical offense classification system to measure the

non-physical data they desired in their study. After extensive pretesting of the
survey instrument and measurement scales, the authors selected the
magnitude scale of measurement over the Likert scale because it provided

"intrinsically more information about the raters'judgments" and it used ratio

level analyses(p. 273). The magnitude estimation scale offers a respondent a
"limitless" rating choice (in some cases a base or foundation rating is
established as a reference point), whereas a Likert scale simply limits a
respondent's rating choice to a small range of options (typically, 1 to 9).

However, it should be noted that the authors indicated that both scales yielded
very similar and consistent results.

A stratified sample of respondents consisting of college students, criminal
justice personnel, and members of the general public were selected to rate 141

"events"(as opposed to offenses)taken from the Philadelphia Crime Code. The

results indicated a general consensus, with very little subgroup variation. By

establishing reliable and reproducible methodologies and research techniques

in The Measurement of Delinquency, Sellin and Wolfgang have essentially
created a supplemental resource to be used in combination with quantitative
sources such as the Uniform Crime Report(UCR)and the National Crime
Victims Survey(NCVS), as well as serve as a theoretical basis for academician

and policymakers to contemplate qualitative issues.

Sechrest(1969)attempted to determine offense rating differences
between inmates and staff from a California correctional institution. The
author's goals were to assess the value of the results for those individuals who

work with offenders (with emphasis on sentencing and rehabilitation of
offenders)and the variances between staff and inmates and between inmates.

The population sample, consisting of inmates(at different phases of

incarceration)and staff, were asked to rate 39 offenses(grouped into seven

categories)on a "ten-zero" scale. The ratings were ranked according to the
median of each offense for each of the seven categories. There were no

significant differences in the rank ordering of the offenses by their severity.

However, there were slight differences reported in the overall weighting of
offenses with the greatest differences occurring between inmates and
correctional/parole officers. Specifically, inmates classified in the "middle"
phase of incarceration tended to rate their own crimes as less serious than

other inmates or staff. As in Sellin and Wolfgang's 1964 study, a general
consensus of crime seriousness existed.

Drawing from Sellin and Wolfgang's study, Figlio (1975)compared
seriousness ratings of 193 prisoners at Rahway State Prison, 524 residents

from a juvenile detention facility, and 216 sociology students from the

University of Pennsylvania with the results from the classic 1964 study. Using
both an eleven point category and an unrestricted magnitude estimation scale
Figlio surveyed the population samples by presenting the same offense
vignettes as the 1964 study to compare offender versus non-offender
perceptions.

The results indicated that agreement in both rank ordering and spacing

(consistency) of offense severity in category responses were "strong"
(Spearman's rank order correlation of .90). The author reported that some
variance in agreement existed between the samples, in that the population at
Rahway consistently rated offenses as less serious, while the respondents from
the juvenile center rated the offenses as less serious than the students from the

university. Both offenders and non-offenders agreed in the ordering of offenses

from least to most serious, but the spacing in between was less agreeable.
Between group comparisons indicated that the university students rated the
offenses most consistently. Finally, the university sample rated the offenses

about half as serious as the students in the 1964 study; however,for less
8

serious crimes (e.g.. generally, victimless), scores remained relatively similar
compared to those for bodily and property crimes.

In considering whether deviant behavior is a component of the conflict or
consensus model, Rossi et al.(1974)sampled residents in urban Baltimore to

determine their seriousness perceptions of 140 offenses. The authors used a

block quota procedure in order to obtain a population sample suitable to
generalize across a larger population. The survey consisted of two sets of 80

offenses, with 20 overlapping vignettes in which the respondents were to rate
on a scale of one to nine. The survey instructions did not include a definition of
the term "seriousness."

Rossi and his associates grouped all offenses into 11 crime

classifications(ranging from crimes against persons 1 to crimes against order).

Each offense was given a code or dummy variable and a multiple regression
analysis was performed on the means of each offense. The results from Rossi et

al. indicated that crimes against persons(especially those who have no prior
relationship) were rated higher, property crimes not involving persons were
rated lower, and victimless crimes and white collar crimes were rated the

lowest. The authors found that significant general agreement was shown
between all subgroups. Least agreement was found between Black males with

less than a high school diploma. The authors reported that respondents reacted

to the simple characteristics of the crime(see Riedel 1975)when assessing
offense seriousness. Under subgroup analysis, mean averages for all offenses
were compared with subgroup independent variables and showed that being

Black,female, or young (less than 45)lead to a higher seriousness rating
(although not significantly). The authors attribute scoring variations due to
subgroup characteristics, idiosyncrasies, and rater error. Education attainment

was reported to be a major determinant to rating agreement(the higher one's
education level, the greater the agreement). Finally, those respondents who

had been previously victimized appeared to rate offenses as less serious than
non-victims(see Williams & Clark 1986).

Based on the previous work of Rossi et al.(1974)and the apparent lack

of distinction regarding organizational crimes, Schrager and Short(1980)
discuss the degree of importance of the impact(both physical and economic

harm) in the public's perception of organizational crimes (white collar). They
report that the law "minimizes the importance of impact in the prosecution of
organizational illegality" (p. 16). The question of consensus versus conflict with
regard to the lack of seriousness attributed to white collar crimes is based on

the notion that if the public views organizational crimes as less serious then

punishment will reflect this belief. They state that this may be due to the

inadvertent commission of an offense(or the "indirection of intention") typically
associated with these type of offenses(in contrast to the "unintention" by
persons who commit a crime with physical injury incident to the crime, not the
focus or intent).

Schrager and Short sampled 200 people who were divided into two
groups and instructed to rate 80 offenses, 20 of which were the same for both

groups(taken from Rossi et al.'s 1974 study), on a scale of one to nine. The

findings indicate that organizational crimes involving physical impact were rated
much more seriously than crimes involving economic impact. The respondents
seem to rate both "street" and organizational offenses in terms of impact, by
responding to the physical and economic factors of crime(as in "street" crimes).
Finally, the authors suggest that organizational crime studies have focused on

the dispersed economic ramifications of these offenses, while minimizing the
10

physical impact, which results in a misrepresentation of public evaluations

focusing on white collar crimes(which tend to show non-serious ratings).
In expounding on organizational crime seriousness data, Cullen et al.

(1982) revisited the public's perception of white collar crime. Citing a changing
public awareness due to media attention, Cullen and his colleagues attempt to
determine if white collar crime has increased with regard to perceived
seriousness. They sampled 200 residents in a rural Illinois city, of which 105

usable surveys were returned. Using a one to nine Likert scale scoring system,
the respondents were asked to rate 140 offenses(taken from Rossi et al. 1974).
The authors report finding that mean seriousness for all crimes was

significantly higher than Rossi et al.'s population sample (6.91 v. 6.27,
respectively, a difference statistically significant at the .001 level). Cullen
suggests that the mean differences may be attributable to the manner in which

the surveys were given (mail questionnaire v. interview), rural v. urban
population locations, or that the passing of time has reflected a harsher
perception on the seriousness of crime. General consensus existed between

both Rossi and Cullen's studies with regard to rank order. Of the 24
organizational crimes included in the questionnaire, all were rated more serious
than in Rossi's, not only in relative, but in absolute terms. However, crime in the

white collar offense category(as part of the 11 crime classification categories
used in both studies) were not viewed as seriously as a majority of the other
offense categories. Further, the results showed that the use of heroin, LSD,and

pep pills declined "markedly"from Rossi's to Cullen's sample with regard to
seriousness(perhaps, due to a change in societal acceptance or
desensitization). The results may be an indication that the perception of
seriousness toward white collar crime had increased due in part to the effects of
11

urban samples (typically with higher crime rates and respondents may display
more concern toward common,traditional type crimes). Thus indicating that
rural populations may have less tolerance for crime in general. These
differences are suggested for further investigation. Finally, the authors
recommend that between offense analysis should be considered (see Miethe
1982, 1983).

The argument that a general consensus exists with regard to the
perception of crime seriousness is further strengthened by cross-cultural
research that yields similar results. Evans and Scott(1984)attempted to assess

the perceptions of a culturally diverse population sample from the U.S. and the
Kuwait. The authors sampled 535 students from Ohio State and 599 students

from the University of Kuwait,focusing on the rank ordering of 37 offenses;
while 206 U.S. students and 227 Kuwaiti students assessed the seriousness of

17 sanctions. The impact of religiosity was also examined.

Evans and Scott analyzed the impact of religiosity by dividing the U.S.
sample into three subgroups (high, moderate, and low on Christian
Fundamentalism) using the Glock and Stark Orthodoxy scale. Offenses were
placed into four categories; violent, property, white collar, and morals. There

was statistical significance(p <.05)for the differences between high and low
subgroups for white collar and moral offenses(mean ratings were 6.516 and

4.719 V. 5.707 and 3.590, respectively). All three subgroups placed moral
offenses last, where as the Kuwaiti respondents rated moral offenses second to

violent crimes. Outside of the moral offense category, the results demonstrated
a "remarkable" similarity between violent, property, and white collar offense

classifications. Based on the above findings, the authors stress the impact of
religiosity requires further attention.
12

The penalty assessment used two techniques to determine seriousness:

(1)category or ranking (LIkert scale); and(2) magnitude estimation scale. The

results demonstrated an almost Identical rank ordering between both samples.
Rank ordering of offense seriousness Indicated, however, that the Kuwaiti

sample viewed moral offenses as more serious than the U.S. sample(mean

seriousness was 10.49 and 4.10, respectively). After removing the thirteen

rnoral offenses(crimes specifically attributed to AlhUddoud [Islamic] offenses),
the respondents'ratings became very similar.

Rossi et al.(1985)considered the appropriate forms of punishment for

Individual crimes. They state that punishment should equala sense of justice,
that serious crliTies dese^^^^

sanctions and lessdr crimes deserve minor

sanctions. In theoiV> the above statement sounds Ideals yet the authors suggest
that the public's perception regarding appropriate punishment Is unclear. There
are mitigating factors that Impact the decisions on the ssriousness of sanctions.

Simply, th© seriousness of the crime alone does not determine how much

punishrneht Is appropriate. Rather, variables such as social characteristics of

the offender(priors, age,sex. Intent, etc..)and of the vlqtim (Injury, relation to
offender, losses, etc. .) are also considered In deciding on a suitable sanction.

The authors used a factorial survey, combining an experimental design
with conventional sample survey methodology. Factorial surveys assist In
determining Inconsistent attributes of complex social situations that contribute to

an overall judgment or perception. This approach utilizes vignettes of an
offense events that has been constructed to allow for random levels and

dimensions to be used. Ideally, the factorial survey can possibly allow the
researcher to Isolate a key aspect(s)of an offense event which may be a

determining factor In a respondent's seriousness perception rating.
13

The survey consists of 50 hypothetical offense situations with suspect,

victim, and offense descriptions, as well as a sanction for the specific vignette.
The 774 respondents were asked to rate the appropriateness for each
punishment on a Likert-type scale, ranging from "much too low" to"much too
high." The results reflected the authors' assertion that crime seriousness is not

the only criterion used when making punishment assessments. Generally, there
was a consensus as to the respondents' punishment judgments. The authors

attributed differences to idiosyncratic thoughts about crime, attitude towards
punishment, and views on criminality.

Durham (1988)considered public sentiment regarding crime
seriousness and its relation to punitive actions. He states that it is plausible for

the general public to have at least relative agreement on offense severity, but

they may differ in their estimates of absolute magnitude. Further, agreement of
offense seriousness does not necessarily reflect agreement on appropriate
punishment.

To test his assertion, Durham used three survey instruments on three

different samples. The first sample(N=46)was given 25 open-ended offenses

where the respondents filled in their punishment opinion. The second sample
(N=171)was given the same set of offenses, but in a closed-ended format. The

respondents were to selectfrom 22 penalty categories ranging from "do
nothing" to the "death penalty." The third sample(N=59)was given the same set

of 25 offenses and were to rate the seriousness of the offenses on a nine point
scale.

The results indicated a general consensus between subgroups;

however, using modal percentage categories the author noted that respondents
did not agree "single mindedly" on the severity of offenses. Durham seems to be
14

critical with regard to a "consensus" of offense severity when analyzing the
respondents' responses regarding punishment assessment(incarceration).

Further, the author suggests that using modal categories may lead to an
"artificial dissensus," where dispersion of appropriate levels of punishment may
be widespread. Thus, high levels of disagreement could exist between the

respondents' responses regarding the duration of the punitive sentences.

Obviously, one would not find an exact agreement on responses. Rather,
reasonable analysis techniques (i.e., level of analysis is consistent with the

level of data analyzed)and interpretation provide a generalfinding, not an
absolute picture of human assessment.

Again, Durham (1993)focused on public opinion and its affect on penal
policy regarding the appropriate levels of punishment. Durham discussed

several reasons for.respondent variation, including unfamiliarity of vignette
context, time constraints, respondent comprehension, and ideological
influences. He suggests that offense vignettes containing more detailed

variables may lead to higher levels of consensus (for rebuttal, see Wolfgang et
al., 1985). Finally, Durham discusses the importance of study design and the
concern for valid, reliable data. He cautions individuals (policymakers,
politicians, etc.)that use information or statistics from seriousness studies

should not misuse or massage the data to meet their specific political agendas.
Williams and Clark(1986)discuss the affects of crime victimization as it

applies to crime seriousness. Wolfgang et al.(1985)suggested that
respondents who have been victimized would tend to rate crimes as more

serious, thereby suggesting supportfor a "get tough" public sentiment towards
crime. Williams and Clark found that those victimized tend to rate crimes less
serious than those who were non-victims. These results are consistent with
15

Rossi et al's 1974 study, but differ with those of Wolfgang et al.(1985). Williams
and Clark suggest that this may be due in part to how the victimization aspect of
the surveys were framed (i.e., Wolfgang asked about victimization within the last

six months, whereas Williams considered victimization over the respondent's
lifetime).

The authors further suggest that the passing of time leads to a
"psychological release." It would appear that the non-victims tend to rate

offenses based on a "worst-case-' scenario, whereas the respondents who have
been subjected to a crimej may hot have been exposed to a "worst-case"
scenario crime(see Blum-West, 1985). Moreover, it would seem that fear of an

unknown brings about an increase in anticipation, yvhich may "inflate" their

perception of cfrtain offenses. It would appear that this theory needs further
Investigation./-/

'v-^vv

in a rpassive undertaking, Wolfgang et al.(1985)attached a
supplemental survey along with the 1977 National Crime Victims Survey
(NCVS)to deterrnine the respondents' perceptions on the seriousness of crime;

The authors believe that this study can help in developing punishment
applications, serve to impact local crime control policies, and offer a resource

that may assist in the allocation of criminal justice resources. They further state
that the Uniform Crime Report(UCR)and the NCVS treat each crime as an
equally important event, that only quantifies each offense, whereas crime

seriousness studies may allow for qualification when interpreting crime
seriousness perceptions. Finally, crime seriousness studies attempt to measure
perceptions or attitudes, and not relate attitudes to behavior.

Wolfgang and his associates attached a questionnaire consisting of 204
randomly ordered offenses to the NCVS. To avoid biasing members of the
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household (those over 12 years old), 12 interview schedules were used. The

authors utilized a magnitude estimation scale and established a reference point
with the following offense:"A person steals a bicycle parked on the street." This

vignette was scored a 10 and was to Serve as a comparison for the remaining
204 offenses. The authors point out that the use of"unidimensional" vignettes is
more practical than a multidimensional approach, which may lead to an "infinite

universe" of event possibilities. Of the 60,000 questionnaires sent, 51,623
usable interviews were analyzed.

The ratings of each respondent were combined and a single severity
score was derived by scaling all responses as a ratio to the severity of the theft

of one dollar. The authors reported that the respondents tended to agree about
the seriousness of specific offenses. They note that the relationship between
victim and offender and whether the victim was defenseless or not affected the

respondent's seriousness perception. The population sample perceived violent
crimes as more serious than property crimes and considered organizational

and drug crimes as "quite" serious. Differences appeared in subgroup analysis,
specifically between Black and other minorities in comparison to White
respondents. Non-White participants generally viewed crime a less serious than

White respondents. Age of the respondents affected scores in that older people
rated theft of large monetary value as more serious than younger folks. The
gender of the respondents did not affect their overall rating of the offenses as

the authorsfound no significant differences between them. Finally, the authors
reported that victims of crime viewed the offenses as more serious than non-^

victims did (for opposing views see Rossi et al , 1985 and Williams & Clark,
1986).
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In an attempt to validate and strengthen Wolfgang et al.'s(1985) NCVS
study, Hoffman and Hardyman (1986)compare the NGVS findings with the

offense severity index used by the U.S. Parole Commission(USPC)with regard
to determining the relevance of the two for policy making decisions. Using the
eight categories of offense severity from the USPC,142 offenses from the

NCVS were compared(To make the data more comparable, the square root of
the NCVS scores were used).
Hoffman and Hardyman found that those crimes rated most serious and

least serious fell into respective categories(as would be expected at the
extremes). There was considerable variation within categories of the NCVS.

The USPC tended to give more weight to offenses Involving intent and

culpability than the NCVS. The NCVS, however, rated offenses involving
recklessness or negligence higher than the USPC.

Finally, the authors report that the NCVS appeared to rate crimes on the basis

of actual harm done, as opposed to intent, culpability, and potential harm
(attempted, but failed crimes).

In breaking away from past studies'survey methodology. Shoemaker
and Bryant(1987)attempted to determine the perceived seriousness of crime of

22 offenses in the community the respondents reside in. Of the 4,000 randomly
selected registered automobile owners in Virginia sampled, 1324 returned the

survey, of which 1024 responded to a yictimization component of the
questionnaire. The survey was two-fold in that the authors asked the

respondent to rate 22 varying offenses(ranging from violent crime to

prostitution) on a scale ranging from "not a problem" to "a serious problem" and

indicate whether they or a family member had been victimized within the past
year.
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Their results show that there was no significant difference between
victimized and non-victimized, however, the authors report that rural residents
who have not been victimized tend to perceive crime as less serious than those

victimized respondents living in urban areas. Thus, the authors believe a

connection exists between being victimized and rural and urban living
environments when determining crime seriousness scores(see Cullen et al.,
1982; William & Clark, 1986).
How Severitv Judgments are Determined

Many studies have attempted to ascertain the perception of crime

seriousness by primarily focusing on the methodology, analysis, and reporting
of the results (typically, demonstrating a general consensus). Some researchers
attempt to not only determine if a consensus exists, but how respondents come

to determine the seriousness of specific offenses. Riedel(1975)considered this
matter where he focused on the cognitive processes used to judge crime
seriousness(other than amount of injury, theft, or damage). The author stressed

the legal definition of "intent" to help determine seriousness ratings.

Riedel selected six of the 141 offenses from the Sellin and Wolfgang's
1964 study. These offenses ranged from death, to minor injury, and to no victim

at all. Two conditions or variables that may affect the offender(s) were
established in the design of the questionnaire:(1)environmental or external
influences (e.g., threat, victim precipitation, reward, and affects from a controlled

substance; and (2) personal dispositions (hostile attitude and subcultural values

that conflict with mainstream society). The survey, consisting of one
environmental, one personal disposition, and an offense, was given to 173
college students. The respondents were asked to rate the degree of importance

to that which would lead an offender to commit the given offense(using a Likert
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type scale, ranging from "not important" to "very important")and to rate the

offense per the instructions of the Sellin and Wolfgang study.
The results indicated that based on the circumstances of the offenses, the
respondents were able to make inferences of intent. However, the inference of

intent did not affect the respondents'ratings. The author determined that injury,
theft, and damage were evidently necessary to assess the seriousness of a

given offense. Finally, Riedel found that a general consensus existed with
regard to seriousness ratings, but the sample demonstrated less consensus as

to the seriousness of injury and death to a victim than to the theft or damage to
the victim's property (this finding would not be consistent with other studies, in
that the opposite is Shown).

In continuing with Riedel's concern of respondent rating motivation,

Blum-West(1985)attempted to determine a respondent'sjustification for rating
an offense with a specific score. In doing so, the author focused on two "flaws"

in past surveys:(1) not providing a definition for the term "seriousness": and (2)
to what criteria do respondents use to make seriousness judgments? Further,
the author suggests that respondents probably make assumptions about the

"totality" of some brief offense vignette. These assumptions may simply be
varied stereotyped images of certain aspects of specific crimes which affect
perceptions on determining the seriousness of crimes.

The author randomly sampled 50 heads of households in a southern city.
Using an open-ended interview, respondents were asked about 10 offenses

(taken from Rossi etal. 1974)with regard to the perceived relative seriousness,
their images of each crime, and what factors would make the crime more or less

serious. The respondents appeared to demonstrate a general consensus in

rating the offenses, although the offenses evoked different images. Further, if
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people view offenses differently based on their assurnptiohs(which vary), then
previous research studies involving crime seriousness are inaccurate because

they do not necessarily consider what assumptions people make when rating
■' ah,offense;:^;
The author suggests that respondents tend to rate offenses based on the

"worst-case" scenario (1:0 , intentional, morally wrong, etc.). It would seem that if
prior studies have found strong levels of aggregated and subgroup consensus

using measuring instruments with offense vignettes containing minimal detail ^
(i.e., "unidimensional"), then higher levels of consensus could be expected if
more detailed vignettes were used (i.e., multidimensional).
Parton et al. (1991) consider the ramifications of the above mentioned

"faulty" assumptions employed by Wolfgang et al. (1985) in their National

Survey of Crime Seriousness (NSCS). Parton and his colleagues argue that
respondents perceive crime seriousness using a variety of factors, especially

the intent of the offender. They are critical of Wolfgang et al.'s assertion (in
conjunction with Riedel) that victim loss and injury are major determinants in

assessing crime seriousness, minimizing criminal intent, they suggest that
operationalization of "crime seriousness" is necessary in order for the

respondents (and the researchers) to correctly differentiate the "cognitive" or
stereotypical evaluation of a crime versus "crime seriousness" as defined as a

"property" of a crime (objective facts regarding monetary or physical loss to
victim). Consistent with Blum-West (1985), Parton and his associates believe

that if multidimensional aspects of a crime vignette are included, respondents
could more accurately assess crime seriousness.

Warr (1989) is also concerned with operationalizing "seriousness." The

author stresses that there is no agreement by researchers on the meaning of
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"seriousness." nor how the rater decides what offense deserves what rating. He
further suggests that no clear evidence exists as to what the population sample
is thinking when responding to seriousness questionnaires. Warr proposes that

seriousness has more than one meaning (cf. Durham, 1988 & 1993). The

author feels that there are two overlooked interpretations for seriousness. He
focuses on (1)the morat gravity or perceived wrongfulness of a crime and (2)
the factual assessment or perceived harmfulness of an act.

Warr states that this distinction between wrongfulness and harmfulness
of an offense must be considered In crime seriousness research. The manner in

which respondents arrive at their judgments is ''critical" in understanding how

criminal acts are assessed. To test his hypothesis, Warr conducted a mail
survey of 336 people in Dallas, Texas. The respondents were asked to:

(1)rate a set of offenses(taken from the Rossi et al. 1974 Study)
(2)rate the same offenses according to their perceived moral
wrongfulness, and
(3) rate the degree to which the offenses were harmful to the victims
The respondents were to rate the 31 offenses on a Likert scale between 0 and

10, as well as rate the offenses on the same scale for the perceived moral
wrongfulness and harmfulness for each offense. The author refers to those

respondents who see all crimes as morally wrong as"non-discriminators" and

those who tend to see crime as simply harrnful or a combination of both as
"discriminators."

The results reflect a reduction in the original Sample size from 336 to 268
due to the author's requirement that all three of the survey instructions must

have been addressed. The discriminators tended to rate property crimes as
more wrong than harmful Crimes against persons were viewed more harmful

than property crimes, but the moral gravity for crimes against persons were
considered more serious than harmful. Also, crimes against persons, where
there was a prior relationship, demonstrated that wrongfulness(not
harmfulness) was a major factor In assessing the seriousness. Past research

has consistently shown that a prior victim-offender relationship tends to be rated

less serious than a stranger perpetrated offense. Warr's results seem to suggest
that although It Is more Immoral to have a prior relationship. It Is does not seem

to outweigh the factual consequences of an offense. With regard to Intent, white
collar crimes seem to lack a clear picture of Intent and therefore the
wrongfulness of the act was reduced.

Non-dlscrlmlnators demonstrated similar variations In their seriousness

perceptions. "Strong" relative agreement exists between both discriminators

and non-dlscrlmlnators with regard to seriousness ratings. When absolute
magnitude of the offenses were considered, non-dlscrlmlnators perceived
offenses to be more serious(by a small degree). Non-dlscrlmlnators also tend
to see offenses as more harmful than discriminators. There were no

demographic variables that distinguished between discriminators and non

dlscrlmlnators. Religious convictions were suggested for the above differences,
but not tested.

Finally, In determining offense seriousness, respondents may generally
consider the harmfulness of an act(as did the non-dlscrlmlnators), while when

determining appropriate sanctions, wrongfulness may be a major factor.
Understanding how as respondent perceives the seriousness of crime Is

essential In determining a "true" causal relationship that guide a person's
perception. Although, It would seem, practical application of seriousness results

do not necessarily require this exact understanding.
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Criticisms of Crime Seriousness Studies

Blumstein (1974)considered the relevance of Sellin and Wolfgang's
(1964)indices(magnitude estimation scale) and its contribution to a national

crime index. The Sellin-Wolfgahg indices are comprised of different component

scores for a variety of characteristics for each crime. Using averages from these
component scores for index crimes, they were divided by their respective
number of occurrences, making comparison possible with the FBI's Uniform

Crime Report(UCR)and the Sellin- Wolfgang crime survey.
Blumstein, basing his analysis on a twelve year period (1960-1972),

found that the Sellin-Wolfgang index and the FBI's UCR correlated highly. This,
essentially, demonstrated that as long as there is stability in a rate measured,

any index will work. However, in stating this, the limitations of using the UCR as
the sole national index resource are quite obvious in periods of great fluctuation
in crime trends. Yet, Blumstein felt that as complicated as the Sellin and

Wolfgang index scale is, it does not appear to provide any more significant
information than does the UCR (for an opposing argument see Wolfgang et al.,
1985).

Wellford and Wiatrowski(1975)suggest that frequency of crimes should

be considered separate when judging the seriousness of crime. The number of
offense occurrences does not necessarily equate to a respective escalation of
seriousness ratings. Obviously, 10 bicycle thefts would not be perceived as

severe as one homicide. With this in mind, Blumstein's(1974)argument that the
UCR's quantitative analysis corresponds to the qualitative analysis of crime
seriousness studies' can be questioned. Frequency may not equal offense
seriousness, but frequency may affect resource allocation and should be

considered in conjunction with findings on the perceived seriousness of crime.
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The authors also address the iitipaGt of additivity According to WeH^^
and Wiatrowski(1975), additivity is assumed by previous researchers. There is

concern that the assumption applies to single and multiple occurring elements,
per each event. Some researchers have criticized that this has not been

empirically tested, but, as Sellin and Wolfgang(1964) have suggested, to
consider all variables or factors in a crime vignette would be impossible to
implement into a survey.

Additivity would seem to apply directly to a magnitude estimation scale,
rather than to a Likert-type scale. With a magnitude estimation scale, the
respondents are allowed the freedom to determine the affects of the stated

aspects of an offense. Whereas, in a Likert-type scale, the respondents are

somewhat limited to what score they could apply to a given event. Thus,the

concern for additivity was not assumed in the Sellin and Wolfgang(1964)and
in the Wolfgang et al.(1985)studies.

Wellford and Wiatrowski's(1975)study sampled 118 Florida State
University students to determine the affects of additivity (if any). Wellford and

Wiatrowski used 37 offenses from Sellin and Wolfgang's 1964 study. The
students were given a two-part survey to rate. In the first part of the

questionnaire, the students were asked to rate the 37 events using the
magnitude estimation scale. The second part of the survey consisted of 21

offenses(taken from the 37 in part one)containing more detail for each offense,

in which the respondents were given the same instructions as in the first part of
the survey.

.

'

The results indicated a high correlation between the two studies,

especially considering that the university students were not given a reference

point in which to base the survey offensesfrom (as in the Sellin and Wolfgang
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study). They also found a systematic increase in crime seriousness that is

proportional to the actual increase in crime occurring since the 1964 study

(according to the UCR). Finally, the authors found considerable agreement and
a high degree of support for the magnitude estimation scale designed by Sellin
and Wolfgang. Therefore, the assumption of additivity is validated for in the
design and use of a magnitude estimation scale.
Lastly, the authors consider the usefulness of crime seriousness studies

in comparison to the UCR. Does such sophistication and complexity necessarily
provide more meaningful information? Several researchers(Blumstein, 1974)
have reported highly correlated results between the UCR and the Sellin and

Wolfgang measurement scale. However, Wellford and Wiatrowski argue that
researchers can not simply take aggregated data that has been lumped into
categories and compared against mean seriousness scores of specific criminal
events and demonstrate a correlation based on the results; there would be far

too much error in doing so.

Other authors(Sheley, 1980; Cullen et al., 1982; Miethe, 1982, 1983)

have criticized the methodology of crime seriousness studies. Sheley(1980)
considers the "response effect problem" in administering surveys in crime

seriousness studies(e.g., how questions are asked and by whom, item length,
response category formats, and the affects of mail, telephone, and personal
questionnaires). The author was particularly concerned with the general design

of a questionnaire for a given study,focusing on item arrangement and context.
In his study, Sheley sampled 584 college students with 30 offenses taken from
Rossi et al.'s 1974 study. Identical introductions and instructions were used, but

he altered the survey in offense arrangement and item context.
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Sheley found that questionnaire form does not appear to influence

seriousness ratings. He reported that the general item context(this refers to the
qualities of offenses within a major portion of a survey)had little affect on
seriousness scores. Some differences were found in offenses that received

lower scores when placed near items of equal or greater seriousness. In the
same respect, other offenses were rated lower when placed with all other items

of lesser scores when compared against ratingsfrom the study by Rossi k al.
(1974).

In comparing scores of offenses across Item contexts, the duthor reports
that some response effect is occurring, but to what degree is unknown. Further,
if the general item context does affect response scores, it tends to influence

moderately serious offenses. Finally, immediate context or vignette placement
did not appear to affect response ratings.
Miethe(1982)states that the dominant theoretical explanation or

assumption for crime seriousness studies is an underlying belief of a "normative
structure." He criticizes seriousness studies on two fronts:(1)the inappropriate

use of statistical measures and over-representation of certain types of offenses

in seriousness studies which may blur widespread group dissensus; and (2)
subgroup consensus on the seriousness of certain crimes- usually the most
serious types of crime, as a result of instructional bias. Most analysisof surveys
use measures of central tendency, which creates a problem when considering

the measures of dispersion (rating extremes). Therefore,"by aggregating in the
presence of large individual variability, the reported degree of consensus in

seriousness studies may be quite misleading"(p. 518).

The author is critical of the methodological procedures employed by past
researchers, particularly where incomplete or inappropriate data analysis may

indicate a misleading representation of consensus. Thus. Miethe argues that
researchers must focus on measures of dispersion and levels of variance when

analyzing seriousness data. Attempts to aggregate data and report results using
the measures of central tendency are not sufficient enough to accurately show
the variance in ratings that is actually occurring. It is obvious that Miethe is
stressing the use Of appropriate techniques of analysis to minimize error and

produce credible results. However, the measures of central tendency are
beneficial in explaining and summarizing data in meaningful and useful form.
Although the implementation of suitable, more sensitive levels of analysis is of
great importance to an accurate picture, the benefit of using lesser levels of
analysis should not be tossed aside.

The author suggests that the "global consensus" that is found in

seriousness research, due in part to biased instructions presented by the
researchers in their questionnaires. According to Miethe. a global consensus

indicates high agreement among groups across the whole range of offenses,
but low agreement among groups on particular subsets of offenses. The author

states that this may occur due in part to respondent's answering according to
the manner in which the instructions were written, or in a manner that they think
the researcher desires. However. Travis et al.(1983)found no evidence that

biased instructions affected rating outcomes in their study. Further, the
respondents may be confused by the instructions in attempting to understand

what the instructions are implying (i.e.. legal evaluation v. personal evaluation).
Cullen et al.(1983)state that the existence of a normative consensus

may assist in the allocation of resources and affect sentencing policies, but
supports Miethe's assertion that methodology design in crime seriousness
studies must be addressed. In addition, they suggest three areas that need
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considsration:(1)th© manner in which consensus is measured (variance
scores):(2)scale composition; and(3)the types of crimes included in the
survey instrument.

The authors emphasized that"agreement" and "consistency" are different
methods for measuring consensus. They cite that previous research has utilized

Pearson's r as the sole determinate for seriousness consensus, which typically
shows high levels of agreement. However, Cullen and his constituency believe

that this is due to consistency in rating, not agreement. Intra-class agreement
using correlational analysis (testing within-group variation) has shown lower

levels of consensus. Furthermore, agreement between offenses or groups that
are similar in nature may lead to inflated levels of consensus. Finally, the
authors argue that scale composition may affect rating scores(i.e., serious

personal injury offenses tend to receive high ratings and the use of a Likert-type
scale may cause respondents to "limif their score and to gather at the extreme
end of the scale).

Cullen and his associates tested their concerns by re-analyzing the
responses of 105 Macomb, Illinois residents to a survey done by them in 1979.

Using a 140 question mail survey(using Rossi et al.'s 1974 series of offenses),
the respondents were to rate the offenses on a scale from 1 to 9. Using a twotail analysis, the authors attempted to reveal the extent to which the population
sample "agree" and are "consistent" in their ratings. They found much less
consensus than was earlier reported by employing intra-class correlation
analysis methodology.

Concerned with content validity, the authorsfound that scale composition
did not necessarily influence respondent's scores, but there may be evidence
that offense type and background variables do effect seriousness ratings. The
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authors report that the higher a respondents'education and the larger the
community the respondent lives in (urban or rural), the less serious crimes were

perceived to be. Also, earlier findings suggested that age did not affect
differences in ratings. However, using a multivariate test age was shown to
differ "markedly" in seriousness ratings for selling drugs.

It is conceivable that by aggregating data and using only summary
statistics, shortcomings in the results of analysis may occur. In effect, the results

of the data may obscure the "absolute picture" attempting to be presented. The

authors conclude that awareness of hidden differences between offense types
and demographic variables may exist and caution should be used when
analyzing the relationship between thern. However, whether consensus or

dissensus exists and if it is a social reality or an empirical artifact remains
unanswered.

Fishman, Kraus, and Cohen (1983)contend that concern should be
directed to the attributions that lead to seriousness assessments and how to

measure this process. They argue that simply looking at penal sanctions can
not truly indicate a seriousness perception due to minimum, maximum, and

actual sentencing practices. Nor do current crime reporting methods lend

themselves to advanced statistical analyses that modern researchers attempt to
employ in their quests for scientific sophistication (which would give greater
credence to the validity issue)

The authors developed a scaling tool that allows the respondent's to'

place 30 offenses in similar categories and rank them according to their
perceived seriousness. They then weight the scores, representative to the

number of groups created by each respondent. Fishman and his colleagues
feel that by limiting the respondents to 30 offenses and employing their
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''innpvative'' scale mechanism may "lead to greater complexity In the research

design...[which]Is likely to provide greater depth of understanding"(p. 18).

However, contrary to previously discussed studleSi Flshman et al. suggestthat

Injuryto the victim and Intent bythe offender are two keyfactors In assessing
seriousness of offenses.

It Is Interesting to note that the authors appear to consider LIkert and

magnitude estimations scales as "unldlmenslonal" and their scale design as
"multidimensional"(this Is contrary to Sellln and Wolfgang's assertion). In

asking respondents to categorize and rank crimes according to similarity and
seriousness, respectively. It Is not clear how one can ascertain a respondents'
arrival at their perceived rating. Possibly by determining the commonalities In

rating like offenses, researchers can detect an assessment pattern.
Travis et al.(1983)considered the possible Influences of Instructional

bias with regard to seriousness survey Instructions. Drawing from MIethe's

discussion, the authorsfocus on the "sensitizing" of respondents to the Illegality
of the acts based on terminology presented In survey Instructions. Specifically,

terrris such^"crimes,''"offensesv""behaviors,''or "Illegal acts" may tend
artificially Influence respondent scores.

Relying on Rossi et al.'s list of offenses, Travis etal.(1983)sampled 210
college students using three different sets of survey Instructions. The first set of

Instructions contained the term "crime"(as was used In Rossi's 1974 study),
while the second and third set replaced "crime" with less legally connotated
terms("deviant acts" and "behaviors," respectively). The results Indicated that

no significant differences existed between the ranking of the three surveys. The
findings did show that the population sample who were sensitized by the term
"crime," had the lowest mean ratings (this finding Is In direct contrast to MIethe's

assertion of inflating scores).

Although some degree of variance existed, it appears to fall at the
extreme ends of the ratings. Furthermore, variance between the sexes was

found to be limited, with no significant differences. The results tend to lend
support to subgroup consensus and weaken the argument of instructional bias

in crime seriousness research. However, researchers should remain wary of
possible affects from the design of the survey instruments they choose to
employ.

Finally, Miethe(1983)evaluated past studies that demonstrate
consensus, noting they may not be as strong as had been written. Rather, the

author suggests that varying types of agreement exist within the consensus of

seriousness research when considering the type of ratings(whether relative or

absolute consensus exists)and the type of inclusion of offenses(either global
or local). Thus, Miethe proposesfour types of agreement that should be tested

for:(1)global relative;(2)global absolute;(3)local relative; and (4)local
absolute.

Miethe argues that past studies show only a global relative type of
agreement(the weakest level of consensus). In relying on this type of
agreement, past research has analyzed aggregated data, including extreme
scores, which tend to mask individual differences. Miethe, therefore, stresses

the importance of determining "how" respondents select a rating. In doing so,
variation by a population sample can be limited and the utility of the study can
be maximized.

Miethe applies his agreement typology in the re-analysis of Rossi et al.'s

1974 study. The results suggests that global relative agreement exists across all

offenses and absolute consensus exists in all but victimless and property crime
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categories. Property crimes demonstrated the most variance, while the extreme

categories(violent and public order) exhibited the highest levels of agreement.
Moderately serious crimes(e.g., property, victimleSs) demonstrated the least

level of agreement. Miethe's claim that aggregate data analysis techniques may
mask the appearance of global agreement.

Miethe's four levels of agreement typology revealed an important point
with regard to seriousness research. The distinction between relative and

absolute agreement may better asset policymakers, researchers, and criminal

justice administrators in determining the relevance of such information and

applying it in a more appropriate manner. Finally, by focusing on the factors
used in determining seriousness ratings and improving current research

designs, the validity of future crime seriousness studies may be strengthened.
Criminal Justice Pooulation Studies

Roth (1978)discusses the difficulties prosecutors have in differentiating
the seriousness between offenses with regard to processing the high volume of
cases that typically deluge the courts. In an attempt to assist prosecutors. Roth

stresses the importance of a computerized Prosecutor's Management
Information System (PROMIS), which provides background information about
criminal cases, as well as computing a seriousness index based on Sellin and

Wolfgang's magnitude estimation scale. However, with the passage of time
since the Sellin and Wolfgang study and the advent of "new," non-indexed

crimes(drug related, terrorism, organized crime, etc...). Roth attempts to revise
the PROMIS crime seriousness index.

Based in part on Sellin and Wolfgang's 1964 study, the author surveyed
23 prosecutors' offices, consisting of 1,549 questionnaire booklets. Each
booklet consisted of 36 offenses and contained similar instructions as the 1964
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study. The respondents were asked to rate each offense using the magnitude
estimation scale, with no base offense rating given (as in the 1964 study). Roth
reports that 909 usable surveys were returned and analyzed.

Aggregate results of the data indicate that in comparing six offenses
common to both studies, general agreement exists between Roth's, Sellin and

Wolfgang's, and Figlio's(1975)studies. Prosecutors, as did Figlio's prisoner
sample, tended to rate homicide similar to other types of assaults or less serious
than Sellin and Wolfgang's public sample. Jurisdictional differences were

minimal, with a majority(10)of the 12jurisdictions demonstrating consensus
with the aggregated results. Upon further analysis, personal characteristics
explained "very little" of the variation. However, those prosecutors who were
married tended to distinguish between minor and serious crimes more

profoundly than non-married respondents. Finally, white collar offenses

(involving $10,000 or more) were seen as more serious than larceny of the
same value, but equal to crimes of rape and kidnapping. As reported in other
studies, offenses related to drug selling were rated more serious than those
associated with drug use.

McCleary et al.(1981)consider the effects of legal education and work
experience with regard to the perception of crime seriousness. To determine the

weights of these two factors, the authors adapted the series of 140 offenses

from Rossi et al.'s 1974 study and surveyed both prosecuting and defense
attorneys, trial judges, and probation and parole officers in a "large midwestern
city." The sample consisted of 154 respondents, in which they were instructed to
rank 75(of the original 140 offenses)"crimes" on a scale of 1 to 9.

Under aggregate analysis, the data revealed that the McCleary sample
rated all offenses less serious than Rossi's. However, rank ordering of the
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offenses showed "a remarkable degree of consensus" between the two

population samples. When the authors factored out 26 of the most varying

crimes, almost perfect consensus is shown. The two extreme offenses reflecting
variance were "using heroin"(-65) and "intimidating a witness in a court case"
(+50)(where McCleary's sample is the basis for comparison).
Further differences were apparent in some personal violence crimes,
victimless crimes, and offenses related to public trust. There was no distinction

made by McCleary's sample between stranger or acquaintance related crimes

against persons(contrary to previous studies). Where Rossi's sample views
prostitution and drug use as serious, McCleary's sample saw them as

inconsequential(possibly due in part to the status of"the going rate" with regard
to case processing). Also, crimes against public trust were seen as more

serious by McCleary's population than by Rossi's. The authors believe this may
be due to their population sample as being "public officials" and are
accountable to the public. Finally, Rossi's sample appeared to rate the offenses

on the basis of the "result" of the crime, whereas McCleary's sample tended to

base their perceptions on "intent"(for personal crimes, not property crimes).

Subgroup analysis between McCleary's respondents yielded interesting
results. Attorneys tended to be in greater agreement in rating the offenses than

non-attorneys. It was also shown that the greater the age difference and length
of service, the greater the difference in consensus. Legal education, on the

other hand, showed greater levels of consensus. Thus indicating, as in Rossi's
Study, that education is a key factor for determining consensus.
Pontell et al.(1985)completed a study where they limited their

population sample specifically to police chiefs. They chose this select group for
several reasons. The authors felt that in selecting a single profession "whose
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opinions are likely to be reflected in the manner in which criminal law is

enforced"(p.2); They further cite that resource allocation, police discretion, and
attitudinal differences are major factors to consider in assessing seriousness
perceptions of police chiefs across the nation.

The authors sampled 173 police chiefs, of which 105 surveys were
returned. The authors used 40 offenses from Rossi's 1974 study and an
additional 20 white collar offenses,for a total of 60 offenses to comprise their
questionnaire. A truncated survey length was utilized for convenience and
efficiency.

The results reflected a considerable level of consensus arnong the

sample across geographic boundaries. When comparing the results against the

Rossi study, the authors also found <x)nsiderable agreement, with the only
major variance involving the sale and use of heroin (Pontell's sample rated it

less Serious). As was shown in McCleary et al-'s study, Pontell's sample viewed
crimes Involving witness intimidation and bribery of a public official as more
serious than the general public. White collar offenses were rated as less serious

by the police chiefs than Rossi's, but more serious than McCleary's sample.
Finally, under analysis by crime category, very little variance was demonstrated,

where crimes against persons and crimes against the state were perceived as
more serious by police chiefs,

Levi and Jones(1985)conducted a study involving public and police
perceptions on the seriousness of crime in England. They discuss conceptual
and methodological problems encountered in seriousness research and

question studies that infer judgments of criminal punishment towards crime

seriousness ratings(suggesting that there is a more complex relationship
between the two). Finally, the usefulness and meaning of seriousness data is
-
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considered, especially, with regard to the impact on policymaking decisions.
The authors attempted to determine the level of consensus between the

general public and the police who patrol in the same geographic region. Levi
and Jones interviewed 960 members of the public and 368 police officers from
the same location asking each respondent to rate a series of 14 offenses on an

11 point scale. The offenses ranged from an individual attacking someone with

a knife and killing them to the sale of marijuana.

Their results found high levels of agreement in offense rankings between
the police and the public and between the officers in high and low crime areas.
With regard to overall averaging of the offenses, the public tended to rate the
offenses more serious than the police officers. There were a few notable

differences demonstrated in this study in the rankings of the offenses:(1)the

selling of marijuana was viewed as less serious by police officers;(2) burglary
was seen as more serious by police officers; and (3)the public viewed fraud

(white collar crimes)as more serious. The latter observation may be due in part
to some police agencies'lack of ability(or interest) and resources to properly

investigate white collar crimes. Finally, Levi and Jones note that public

discontent with the police tended to be in their perception that the police are not
sensitive to public input. Ironically, the results of the study would seem to
suggest otherwise.

In a British study, Corbett and Simon(1991)note that results obtained in

seriousness studies do not necessarily suggest that the general public seeks

immediate change. Rather, the inherent interest and supplemental knowledge
gained in such studies may allow seriousness research to serve as a guide in

the development of public policy. Drawing from Levi and Jones'1985 study, the
authorsfound that only one traffic offense was included in the 1985 study. In
^
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light of this finding, and suggesting that traffic offenses are both prevalent and
typically defined as inconsequential (wjth respect to job applications), Corbett

and Simon developed a survey exclusively consisting of traffic offenses to
compare public and police perceptions.

The survey included 150 currently licensed drivers, of which 82 returned
forms were usable, and 120 police officers, of which 112 were usable. The

respondents were instructed to rate 22 traffic violations(ranging from knowingly
driving drunk to parking illegally) on an 11 point scale. The response rate for the

police sample was 97 percent, which is higher than thatfor the current study,

perhaps indicating a more culturally disciplined (British) and responsive sample
towards academia than American police agencies have displayed in previous
studies.

The results suggests general agreement between the police and the

public on overall rankings of offense seriousness, but the average ratings
demonstrated a slightly different picture. The police officers rated minor traffic

offenses less serious than the public rated them. Levy and Simon (1985)
reported similar findings in which the public rated less serious crime as more

serious than the police officers in their study. Although not significantly
influential, gender, age, and group membership may have affected the
respondent's perceptions of seriousness(Ferhales, older participants, and

public respondents tended to give higher seriousness ratings).
Conclusions

It is apparent that since the classic Sellin and Wolfgang's 1964 study,
research on the perception of crime seriousness continues to be a central area

of interest and concern (with regard to methodology). As discussed, there have
been many studies that have followed the 1964 study and have demonstrated a
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general agreement of consensus. This"normative structure" has held up to

subgroup analysis and across culturally diverse populations. Although there
has been some degree of variance reported for between group analysis, the
differences do not significantly impact or affect the results of the studies.
The consensus reported in crime seriousness research is not without

question or criticism. As some authors have argued, issues concerning
research methodology(scale design, etc...) and data analysis(appropriate

levels, etc...) have been the central focus of critique and criticism regarding the
results presented in some studies. It is unmistakable that minimizing error and
maintaining content validity is crucial to the credibility of social research. Yet.
the arguments presented by authors critical of seriousness research seems

dubious at best. On one hand, attention and awareness of potential error in
seriousness studies and acknowledgement of these factors can better

strengthen a study's results. However, it would also seem that becoming too
engrossed and fastidious with the criticisms presented would do more harm

than good. True, what the evaluations discuss bring to light valid concerns, but

such critical analysis would seem unwarranted with regard to the actual effects.
General population samples have seemingly dominated the majority of
seriousness research, with minimal attention given to specific segments of
society. It would seem that developing studies focusing on participants in the
criminal justice field would be of special interests The perceptions of those

individuals who encounter crime on a daily basis may offer an unique
perspective to the current literature available. The few seriousness studies that

have been directed at criminal justice population samples have shown a
general consensus within groups and in comparison with other studies

involving the general public. It is the intent of this study to expand the current
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offense severity literature by looking at police officer assessments of various
types of criminal activity.
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Ghapter 3
Methodoloav

This study was initiated in the fall of 1988 by Professors' Wagoner and

Shichor. With current crime seriousness studies tending to focus on the general
public and college students for population samples, Wagoner and Shichor
attempted to tap a population that has had very limited attention in this area.
Due in part to curiosity and to the uniqueness of the population sample, the
professors'surveyed two police departments in an attempt to determine the

perception of crime seriousness by implementing a series of short offense
vignettes.

There are several methods for collecting data of this variety(e.g., phone,
interview, mail, etc.). However, due to costs and distance, a mail survey was
utilized. Reliability for this type of questionnaire has been established by earlier
studies(Rossi et al., 1974, McCleary et al., 1981,& Pontell et al., 1985). The
non-random sampling technique utilized in the study is most similar to a

judgmental or purposive sampling method. Validity for this type of survey has
also been established based on the previously mentioned studies and on the
fact that the majority of offense vignettes used in this study were taken from
Rossi's 1974 study.

The measuring instrument used was a 77 question survey form (see

appendix). The first 14 questions asked for background demographic
information about each participant. The remaining 63 questions consisted of

short vignettes of specific criminal offenses. For part one,the instructions given
were short and did not define or suggest a "crime serioushesS" point of

reference (i.e., as used in a magnitude scale), but instructed the officers to give
.
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their opinions on various criminaioffenses. In part two of the survey, the
participants were asked to rate each offense on a Likert type scale from 1 to 10,

with 1 representing the least serious and 10 representing the most serious

(those respondents who selected a rating below 1 and a rating higher than 10,
were scored as a 1 and 10, respectively). The instructions also stressed the

participants to rate each offense event separately and not in relation to any of
the other vignettes(see the appendix for the master variable coding scheme).

The 77 variables for this study include 14 demographic and 63
seriousness variables. The demographic factors which are treated as

independent variables in analysis, ranged from "sex" to "father's occupation."
Thase demographic variables are strictly nominal in the levels of measurement.

The remaining 63 variables are ordinal level and are short offense vignettes
taken (mostly)from Rossi's 1974 Baltimore study. These variables range from
"false advertising of a headache remedy" to "being a member of a juvenile
gang"(see the appendix for a full listing of all variables).
The study was directed toward all sworn personnelfrom the San

Bernardino Police Department(California) and the Bloomington Police
Department (Illinois). Professors' Wagoner and Shichor surveyed all sworn
personnelfrom each department in a non-random manner in an attempt to
obtain the highest number of usable questionnaires. The response rate was

about average for a mail survey: 121 (51 %)and 34(50%), respectively. Only
the initial mailing was done with no additional follow-up contacts attempted.
The demographic make-up of each city shows contrasts Bloomington,
Illinois has a population of 51,972 of which 90% were White, 6.7% Black, and

1.6% Hispanic. The per capita income was $11,989 with an unemployment rate

of 3.9%,and a family poverty rate at6.5%(Hall & Slater, 1992). According to
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the Uniform Crime Report(1989), the city's crime rate was605 per 100,000
residents(3,145 total crime index). Of the part one crimes listed, there were two

murders, 28 robberies, 159 aggravated assaults, 735 burglaries, and 2,109
larcenies.

In contrast to Bloomington, the San Bernardino, California police
department had a population of 164,164 people of which 61 % were White, 16
% Black, and 35% Hispanic(the percentages may overlap as Hispanic is not
limited to a specific race). The per capita income was$8,876 with an

unemployment rate of 7%.and a family poverty rate at 13.8%(Hall & Slater,

1992). According to the Uniform Crime Report(1989), the city's crime rate was
at 10,703 per 100,000 residents(17,572 total crime index). Of the part one
crimes listed, there were 41 murders, 81 rapes, 1,130 robberies, 1,375
aggravated assaults. 4,226 burglaries, and 8,340 larcenies.

In an attempt to increase the comparable data base, a third department
was surveyed in Inglewood, California. The sampling approach differed from
the two previous departments in that only 50%(120)of the sworn officers were

surveyed in a quota sampling of the different ranks and assignment of the
officers. Of those officers sampled,41 or 34% of the surveys were returned.

Additional follow-up contacts were attempted by telephone and by mail. Finally,
in an attempt maximize the response rate, twenty-five additional questionnaires
were mailed to Inglewood with no further response.
Inglewood's demographic picture is somewhat reflective of San

Bernardino. Inglewood's population was 109,602, consisting of 17% White, 52
%Black, and 39% Hispanic The per capita income was$9,407 with an

unemployment rate of 6.4%,and a family poverty rate at 13%(Hall & Slater,

1992). According to the Uniform Crime Report(1992), the city's crime rate was
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at 8,651 per 100,000 residents(9,482 total crime index). Of the part one crimes

listed, there were 46 murders,69 rapes, 1,542 robberies, 1,064 aggravated
assaults, 2.000 burglaries, and 2,562 larcenies.

In looking at the demographics of the three departments, some

differences within the cities are quite noticeable, in particular for Bloomingtion.
San Bernardino and Inglewood appear to have highly diverse populations,
whereas Bloornington appears to reflect a White majority. Both San Bernardino
and Inglewood could be construed as urban areas, and Bloomington is
representative of a suburban location. Discrepancies in financial status

between the cities is stark, with San Bernardino and Inglewood falling in the
lower strata for both unemployment and household poverty. Finally, the crime
picture within each city appears to reflect the urban and suburban stereotypes.
Higher crime rates and crime occurrences are clearly shown in San Bernardino
and Inglewood: lower crime rates and occurrences were reflected in
Bloomington.

As stated in the hypotheses, comparisons within and between

departments wilj be considered, as well as comparisons with previously studies.
In addition. Dr. Williams has suggested that a comparative data base be used in

the study. This data set will consist of approximately 100 respondents from the
state of Texas, who have rated similar vignettes as the respondentsfrom the
three police departments. A comparative analysis will be done to determine the

level of consensus and other variations which may exist between the sample
populations of this study and several other comparative studies(Rossi et al.,
1974, Pontell et al., 1985, and McCleaty et al., 1981).

The limitations of the current study are rather significant. Due to the

population surveyed and the minimal response rate of the current study,
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generalization of the results should be cautiously applied across other studies.

Gomparisons of previous studies within the current study were done to illustrate

and compare general population samples against specific population samples.

It is important to notethat the present research methodology utilized a 10 point
Likert scale in contrast with the studies mentioned (where 9 point scales were

used)for comparison in the current study. However, prior to data analysis, the
scale was converted to a nine point scale to facilitate analysis.

Due to the varying measurement levels of data, data analysis techniques
will vary. Descriptive statistics , such as determining the mode, mean, and
median of the scores, will be used for nominal level data (independent

variables). Advanced statistical modes of analysis were used, with care, in

analyzing the parametric level data(dependent variables). Thus, allowing for
higher sensitivity of analysis available in the t-test and ANOVA with Scheffe.

Although the advanced analysis tests are more appropriately used in interval
and ratio level data, there is an Assumption of the current ordinal level data that

leads credence to interval level (parametric) analysis for a more accurate
picture that nominal level analysis may not reveal.
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Introduction
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current crime seriousness database and serve as a descriptive resource for
future offense severity research.
Data Analvsis

The current study focused on a specific population consisting of sworn
police officers representing three diverse police departments. Departments from

Inglewood and San Bernardino, California, and Bloomington, Illinois were
questions. A total of 196 usable questionnaires were obtained and analyzed
(41, 121, and 34, respectively), while six surveys were returned unusable. The

questionnaire was given to all sworn personnel at Bloomington and San

Bernardino, yielding a response rate of 50%(N=121)and 51 %(N=34),
respectively. Half(N=120)of the sworn officers at the Inglewood department
were given the survey and 34%(N=41)were returned as usable.

Of all respondents who returned usable questionnaires a majority

(N=81,42%)reported their ages as 31-40. The remaining respondents'ages
reflected an equal split, with 28.9%(N=56) at 21-30 and 29.4%(N=57)at 41

and higher. Over 90%(N=177)of the respondents were males, with 19(9.7%)
females participating in the study(15 or 78.9% of the female respondents were
from the San Bernardino department). The respondents' ethnicities were

predominately White(N=146,75 %),followed by Black(N=19,9.8 %), Hispanic
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(N=17,8.8 %). and other(N=12,6.2%).

Based on the demographic characteristics of the respondents' respective
cities, Bloomington reflected a modest representation of the city's ethnic
population, whereas San Bernardino and Inglewood were clearly
unrepresented. Inglewood demonstrated the highest Black response(N=10, or
25%)and San Bernardino the highest Hispanic(N-13, or 10.7%)and White

(N=91, or 75.2%)response rates. It should be noted that when comparing
percentages of the respondents by their respective city population

demographics, the results appeared to reflect an over-representation of White

respondents and a severe under-representation of both Black and Hispanic
respondents.

With regard to education, a clear majority(N=142,72%)of the officers
reported that they had at least some college or had earned a B A. or better.

Slightly more than half of the responding officers(N=102,52%)stated that they
have 16 or more years of law enforcement experience. It is interesting to note
that although most of the officers had reported 16 or more years of service, 77%

(N=144)identified their current assignment as"patrol" or "traffic," as opposed to
an administrative or investigative assignment. The respondents' rank or title

appear to coincide with their current assignment with 92%(N=176)reporting
their current rank as"patrol officer,""detective," and "sergeant."
Table 4.1 displays the rank order, mean, and standard deviation of the

severity ratings for the 63 offenses of the respondents. The LIkert scale used in

the present study consisted of a range between i (least serious)to 10(most
serious). The 1 tol0 scale was collapsed into a nine point scale asfollows:
1,2= 1:3= 2;4=3;5=4;6= 5;7=6;8=7;9=8;10=9. It was decided to

collapse the scale due to veryfew scores at the extreme low end of the scale(1
•
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and 2)and the need for a nine point scale for comparability.
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/Table 4.1

Rank Order and Means of Offense Severity Ratings for All Departments
TotalSample (N=t96)

Offense Title (Description)

Rank

ASSPUOFF (assassinatibn of public offical)
FORRAPE (forcible stranger rape)
RAPENEIG (raping a neighbor)
SELLSEC (selling secret documents)

4

CONTFOOD (selling contaminatedfood = death)

5

1

2

3

KlLSTRGR (Impulsively killing a stranger)
6
KIDNAPRN (kidnapping for ransom)
7
SEXADCHD(making sexual advances to child) 8
DESENWAR(deserting to enemy In war)
9
KILLBUST (killing over a business deal)
10
K'LLACQU (Impulsively killing an acquaintance) 11
BTPOLOFF (beating up a police officer)
12
ROBARTRU (armed robbery of armored truck) 13
ROBBANK (armed robt)ery ofa bank)
14
KlLLSOME (killing after a serious argument) 15
MANSELL (mfg.& selling harmful drugs)
16
KILLSPSE (Impulsively killing spouse
17
NEGCHCAR (neglecting to carefor children)
18
SELLGOKE (selling cocaine)
19
ARHOLTAX (armed hold-up ofataxi driver)
20
SELLHERN (selling heroin)
21
ROBDRUG (armed robbery ofa drug store)
22
DTHNEGRE (death of worker by negligence)
23
ACCTBRIB (accepting a bribe for favors)
24
ASSLG UN (assault w/gun on spouse)
25
DTHTEN
(death from neglecting tofix heater) 26
MUGCASH (mugging & stealing $200cash)
27
MTHSONIN (mother &son Incest)
28

MGDEFECT (mfg & selling known defective cars)29
INTIMWIT (Intimidate a witness In a courtcase)30
ILLABORT (performing Illegal abortions)
31
KILLLOVR

(killing spouse's lover)

32
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M

8.566
8.565
8.495
8.480
8.426
8.413
8.361
8.352
8.291
8.274
8.267
8.107
8.089
8.084
8.041

8.026
7.985
7.944
7.888
7.880
7.878
7.770
7.665
7.658

SD

1.432
.750

.942
1.213
1.263
1.320
.984
1.083
1.437

1.356
1.301
1.314
1.195
1.125
1.557
1.412
1.597
1.415
1.484
1.294

1.473

1.692
1.633

7.628
7.586

1.698
1.448
1.540

7.524

1.552

7.490

1.999
1.771
1.535
2.082

7.361

7.255
7.199
6.964

2.502

Offense Title (Description)

Rank

PRAGTMED (practicing medicine w/o license) 33
EMBEZZCO (employee embezzling co.funds) 34
USGCOKE (using cocaine)
35
USHEROIN (using heroin)
36
BURGHOME(burglary ofa home&taking a radio) 37
SELLSTGD (knowingly selling stolen goods)
38
BLKMAIL
(blackmailing)
39
DEFUSCRS (selling defect, used cars as safe) 40
SHPLIFTG (shoplifting a diamond ring)
41
SLWTHSTC (selling bogus stock as good invest) 42
SELLPEP (selling pep pills)
43
GANGMEMB(being a memberofajuveniie gang) 44
BEATACQU (beating up an acquaintance)
45

BUYSTGDS (knowingly buying stolen goods)
1LLINRTS (lending $$ at Illegal interest rates)
OVERCHAR (overcharging on repairs of cars)
OVRCHGCT (overcharging on creditfor goods)
SMUGGDS (smuggling goods to avoid taxes)
SHLFSHOE (shoplifting shoesfrom shoe store)
FXPRICES (fixing prices on consumer goods)
1NACCSOL (using inexact scales to sell meat)

46
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48
49
50
51
52

53

BEATSOME (beating someone up in a riot)
54
PRIFIXMA (fixing prices on goods sold to bus.) 55
FLSECLMS (false claim of dependents on taxes) 56
REPRENT (refusal to repair rental property) 57
REFUSALI (refusal to pay alimony)
58
PROHDEMO Coining a prohibited demonstration) 59
DISTPGE (disturbing the peace)
60
KILLBURG (killing a burglar in home)
61
REFPARK (refusal to pay pakihg fees)
62
FALADVER (false advertising of cold remedy) 63
M All Offenses = 6.547
SD All Offenses = 1.005

Range All Offenses =3.75 - 8.56
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M

SD

6.876
6.874
6.724

2.147

6.694
6.658
6.597
6.372

2.129
1.889
1.651
2.058
2.133
1.996
1.938
2.288
2.369
1.864
1.947
2.183
2.058
1.989

6.235
6.179

6.115
6.032
6.005
5.764
5.673
5.403
5.204
5.097
5.084
4.948
4.903
4.878
4.845
4.577
4.576
4.429
4.199
3.613
3.332
3.206
2.750
2.378

1.686
2.111

2.187
2.231

2.213
2.096
2.613
2.170
2.355
2.173
2.541
1.957
2.005
2.846
1.957
2.048

Through observation of the means in Table 4.1, it is not surprising that
most of the offenses relating to crimes against persons were rated more
severely than those against property. Upon further analysis, most offenses

victim offenses(FORRAPE and KILSTRGR v. RAPENEIG,KILLACQU,or
KILLSPSE). In reviewing the standard deviations of all the offenses, it seems

apparent that very little variance is evident across the mean scores. Finally,
there appears to be a tendency of a greater dispersion of reponse scores

offenses.
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Between Group Analysis

Forthe purpose of^elysis. table 4.2 shows the dependent

arbitrarily placed in to pne of six groups based on Sirnilarities in types of
in

Table 4.1). The groups are asfollows:

;Table;4:2'. :■
Category and Variable Listing

Group 1

Group2

Persons 1

KILLBURG

WbLSPSE
KILLSOME
KILLACQU
KiLLLOVR
CONTFOOD

DTHNEGRE
KILLBUST
DTHTEN
ASSPUOFF
KILSTRGR

MTHSONIN

BLKMAIL

NEGCHCAR

ASSLGUN

BEATSOME
MUGCASH
ROBDRUG
BEATACQU
ROBBANK

ARHOLTAX
BTPOLOFF
FORRPE
SEXADCHD
ROBARTRU

KIDNAPRN

RAPENEIG

Group 3

Group 4

Property
BUSTGDS
BURGHOME

SHPLIFTG
SELLSTGD

MANSELL
USHEROIN

SELLPEP
SELLHERN

SHLFSHOE

REPRENT

USGCOKE

SELLCOKE

Group 5
White Collar
FALADVER

PRIFIXMA
ACCTBRIB
OVERCHAR
EMBEZZCO
SLWTHSTC
SMUGGDS

Group 6
Miscellaneous

FXPRIGES
OVRCHGCT
PRACTMED
INACCSCL
FLSECLMS
MGDEFECT
DEFUSCRS

ILLINRTS
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REFUSAL!

REFPARK

SELLSEC
DISTPCE

PROHDEMO
ILLABORT

INTlMWrr
GANGMEMB

DESENWAR

Table 4.3 displays mean and standard deviations of each category
offense by department. When looking at the overall means of the categories. It Is
apparent that minimal variance
exists.

the offenses as very similar, In order of severity.
:'^:■■^■•Table:'4.

Category

All Dept. (N=196)

Personsi

7.588 (1.136)

Persons2

SnBdno{N=12i)

BImtn (N=34)

Inglwd (N=41)

7.642 (.911)

7.746 (1.154)

7.275(1.628)

7.572 (.927)

7.559 (.870)

7.644 (.714)

7.551 (1.203)

Property

5.762 (1.472)

5.815 (1.454)

5.618(1.489)

5.729(1.537)

Drugs

7.187 (1.407)

7.230 (1.325)

7.466 (1.356)

6.825 (1.626)

White collar

5.558 (1.404)

5.515 (1.431)

Miscellaneous 5.688 (1.078)

5.632 (1.075)

5.663 (1.027)

5.875(1.135)
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Table 4.4 demonstrates the rank order of the offensive categories by

department. All of the departments reflect very similar rankings between groups,
particularly San Bernardino. The rank order of the offensive categories appear
to emulate past studies In that crimes against persons were viewed as most
serious and property and white collar offenses were rated as less serious.
Table 4.4

Rank Order of Category Offense Means by Department

Category

All Dept.(N=196)

Sn Bdno(N=l2l)

BImtn(N=34)

Inglwd {N=41)

Personsi

(1) 7.588

(1) 7.642

(1) 7.746

(2) 7.275

Persons2

(2)

7.572

(2) 7.559

(2)

7.644

(1)

7.551

Drugs

(3) 7.187

(3) 7.230

(3) 7.466

(3)

6.825

Property

(4)

5.762

(4)

5.815

(5)

5.663

(4) 5.729

Miscellaneous

(5)

5.688

(5)

5.632

(4) 5.618

(5) 5.875

White collar

(6)

5.558

(6)

5.515

(6)

(6)
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5.592

5.653

A oneway analysis of variance(ANOVA)with Scheffe was completed to
test the variance between and within group means. Table 4.5 shows the results

of the test. As stated above, there appears to be relative agreement between all
departments as to the severity of the offense categories. The F statistic for all

offense categories clearly supports the null hypothesis, that the population
means are equal, indicating that the respondent groupings appear to be quite
homogeneous.
Table 4.5

Category Means by Department with F Ratio and Probability Level

All Dept.(N=196)

All Dept(N=196)

Category

F Ratio

Prob.

Personsi

1.8793

.1556

Persons2

.1215

.8856

Property

.2467

.7816

2.0699

.1291

White collar

.1506

.8603

Miscellaneous

.7468

.4753

Drugs

significance at <.05 level
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Due to the limited and specified sample chosen for the present study, the
respondents were not necessarily randomly selected to participate in the study.
All sworn officers from Bloomington and San Bernardino were requested to

partake in answering the survey. Unfortunately, this did not yield the response
rates the author was seeking. The instructions for the officersfrom Inglewood
were different iri that only half of all the sworn personnel were asked to

participate in the study(which the response rate was based). However, the
response rates from Inglewood were actually less than the above mentioned
departments(N=41 or 34%).

As a result of the methods used in obtaining questionnaires and the

number of usable surveys returned for purpose of analysis, a one-way anaylsis
of variance with|a Scheffe test was used to examine the differences between
the 63 offense vignettes by selected demographic variables. The decision to

use the Scheffeitest was based on assumptions about the data collected (small
sample size). Due to the number of variables(2)consistent with gender, a t-test
was executed on this demographic variable.

Of the 63 offenses, only four offenses demonstrated difference in mean

ratings that were significant at the .05 level or greater. Table 4.7 shows the
mean ratings forThese four offenses by gender. The male participants rated

each of the four bffenses as more serious. The largest difference between mean
scores(1.551)and the greatest level of significance for gender occurred for the

offense of a person performing illegal abortions(.002). It would appear that if
the means were equal between the gender of the respondents and the four
listed offenses, the differences occurring may not be left to chance alone.

Therefore, although the null hypothesis is not rejected for entire survey, it can
be questioned regarding these four offenses.
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Table 4.6

t-test of Offenses by Gender

Offenses*

Variable

FXPRICES

GENDER

1.17

.035

FORRAPE

GENDER

2.07

.046

ILLABORT

GENDER

2.08

.002

DESENWAR

GENDER

2.59

.003

significance at <.05 level

* see Table 4.1 for offense descriptions
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t

Sign. Level

Table 4.7 shows the means, standard deviations, and differences
between the means shown In Table 4.6. It should be noted that the mean

differences and the levels of significance demonstrated In Tables 4.6 and 4.7

may be directly affected by the small survey size comprised In the female

sample(N=19). Thus, the observed significance levels may be a statistical

artifact(see Melthe 1982, 1983). The small number of female respondents may
also accountfor the large differences In standard deviations by gender for of all
the listed offenses except FORRAPE.
Table 4.7

Difference of Means by Gender

Maie

Female

Offense*

Mean (N=176)

FXPRiCES

5.0227

2.178

FORRAPE

8.6140

ILLABORT
DESENWAR

Mean(N=19)

SD

Mean
SD

Diff.

3.8947

2.355

1.128

.688

8.2632

.991

0.351

7.3409

1.941

5.7895

2.800

1.551

8.3977

1.314

7.3684

2.1,14

1.029

* see Table 4.1 for offense descriptions

The decision to use the Scheffe test was based on assumptions
consistent with the data collected. Table 4.8 displays the F-ratlos and levels of

significance of the mean offense ratings selected for demographic variables
(ethnicity, education, etc...), indicating those offenses with significant variances
at the.05 level or greater. It Is Important to note that of the significance
differences shown,only those notated with an asterisk actually Indicate a "true"
variance at the .05 level according to the Scheffe post-test that Identifies where

significant differences exist(Gravetter & Wallnau, 1995). Due the variations In
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sample size(between and within), there is the possibility of "false" significant
differences. The Scheffe test was designed to consider these factors in

determining if "true" differences exist between the means. Tables 4.9, 4.10, and

4.11 consider each "true" significant variance by the respective demographic
variable.

As mentioned above, the Scheffe test shows the offense by variable

differences at the .05 level, but onlydepicts the specific group variance for
those variables at the "true".05 level. In other words, if the variable "ETHNIC"

exhibited a "true" .05 or greater significance level, the Scheffe test would

display which ethnic groups(White, Black, Hispanic, or other) were significantly
different. Table 4.8 shows varying significance levels ranging from .0004 to

.0583. The variable "ETHNIC" displays the greatest number of differences(12)
and "RANK" and "LNTHEMPL" display the fewest(1 each), while"EDUC"

showsfour differences. However, the variable"ASSIGN"shows the greatest
number of"true" variances(4). There are three variables that appear twice
among the six demographic variables tested: Forcible rape by a stranger
(FGRRAPE)(see table 4.7for first showing). Neglecting to care for children

(NEGCHCAR),and Being a member of a juvenile gang(GANGMEMB).
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Table 4.8

Oneway ANOVA with Scheffe
Offenses by Selected Demographic Variables

Offenses*

MTHSONIN
BLKMAIL

BEATSOME
KILLSOME
OVERCHAR
DISTPCE
FORRAPE
KILLBUST

SLWrHSTC
BTPOLOFF
ILLINRTS
OVERCHGCT

Variable(definition)

F Ratio

ETHNIC(ethnicity)

3.1345

.0267

ETHNIC
ETHNIC
ETHNIC
ETHNIC
ETHNIC
ETHNIC
ETHNIC
ETHNIC
ETHNIC
ETHNIC
ETHNIC

2.6079
3.4296
2.5563

.0529

4.1822

Sign. Level

.0182
.0566

.0068**
.0004**

6.3199
3.0484

.0300**

2.6381

.0510

2.9069

.0360

2.6640

.0492

2.7063

.0466

3.5264

.0160

EDUC (education)

2.9881

.0323**

EDUC
EDUC

2.7544

.0438

EDUC

3.0410
2.8595

.0382

FORRAPE

RANK(current rank)

3.3382

.0206

GANGMEMB

LNTHEMPL(length of employment)

2.5335

.0583

ASSIGN(currentjob assignment)

3.9608
3.7519

.0091**
.0120**
.0118**
.0007**

NEGCHCAR
SELLHERN
SELLCOKE
GANGMEMB

NEGCHCAR
BUYSTGDS
SEXADCHD

CONTFOOD

ASSIGN
ASSIGN
ASSIGN

3.7635
5.9168

see Table 4.1 for offense descriptions

'significant difference at5-05 level using ths Seheffe pgst-^test
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.0302**

Table 4.9 examines the areas of the "true" significant mean differences

by ethnicity for the following offenses: Overcharging for auto repairs

(OVERCHAR),Disturbing the peace(DISTPCE),and Forcible rape(FORRAPE)
by ethnicity. Of the three variables shown, DISTPCE reflects the greatest
variance (significance at the .0004 level) between the Hispanic and White

respondents. However, in looking at the size and mean scores of the Hispanic
respondents(N=17, M=5.25)and the White respondents(N=146, M=3.06), in
conjunction with the overall size and mean(N=196, M=3.33), it may be that the
difference are an artifact of group size.
Table 4.9

Significantly Different Means

Offenses by Ethnicity

Offense*

Ethnicity(N)

Mean

OVERCHAR

Black(N=19)
Other(N=12)

6.4737

DISTPCE

Hispanic(N=17)
White(N=146)

5.2500
3.0699

3,332

FORRAPE

Black(N=19)
Other(N=12)

8.7895

8.565

8.0000

see Table 4.1 for offense descriptions
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Overall Mean(N=196)

5.204

4.9247

Table 4.10 shows the "true" variance of the following four offenses by the
education level of the respondents: Neglecting to care for a child(NEGCHCAR),

Selling heroin (SELLHERN), Selling cocaine(SELLCOKE), and Being a
member of a juvenile gang(GANGMEMB). According to Table 4.8, the observed
significance level for two offenses is at the .03 level. However, the size of each

group must be considered. For example, the respondents with "some college"
have a sample size of 108, while those reporting "BA or higher" have a sample
size of 34. As discussed in the above analysis, gross disparity between sample
sizes may attribute to a "false" significance level.

When focusing on the overall mean of "Neglecting to care for a child"

(NEGCHCAR, N=196), it is much closer to the"some college" respondent's

(N=108) mean than the"BA or higher" group's(N=34). Again, sample size may
affect the resulting mean scores. An interesting result shown in Table 4.10 is the
difference in mean ratings of cocaine sales(SELLCOKE)between those

respondents who "completed high school" and who have a"BA or higher." The

sample size for both are relatively small(23 and 34, respectively) and the
means of each are about the same distance from the overall sample mean. This
may reflect a "true" difference between the above groups, in that respondents
who reported that they completed "high school or less"(N=31) had a mean

rating of 7.871 (overall mean=7.888). Therefore, it appears that the respondents
with a"BA or higher tend to rate the offense SELLCOKE as less serious than

those respondents who have "completed high school."
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Table 4.10

Significantly Different Means
Offenses by Education

Offense*

NEGCHCAR

SELLCOKE

Education(N)

:

Mean

Some College(N=108)
BA or Higher(N=34)

Comp. High School(N=23)
BA or Higher (N=34)

*see Table 4.1 for offense descriptions
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8.1204

Overall Mean(N=196)
7.944

7.3235
8.4348

7.2941

7.888

Table 4.11 shows the mean scores of the four sighiflcantly different
offenses by current job assignment. The overall sample meansfor each offense

are included for comparison purposes. In looking at the offenses"Neglecting to
care for a child"(NEGQHAR)and "Knowingly buying stolen goods"
(BUYSTGPS), it appeara that differences of the means can be attributed to the

number of respondents for each sample group. The "patrol" group's(N=124)
mean scores are consistently reflective of the overall sample rhean score for

each of the four oiffenses presented. The grouping of assignments("patrol,"
"investigative," and "traffic")for the offenses"SEXADGHD"and"CONTFOOD"
seem to be consistent with regard to mean scores and overall mean

comparisph. The respondentsfrom the assignment group "other" rated each of

the above two offenses sighificantly lower than the other three assignment
groups(as well as in comparison to the overall mean score), especially with
regard to the offense"CONTFOOD"(significant at the.0007 level).

However,the results shown in Table 4.11, especially regarding the
offense"CONTFOOD," must be viewed cautiously due to the very Small sample
size of the group titled "other"(N=8).As with a majority of the significant
variances presented in table 4.11, the groups tested have vast respondent size
disparities, which may produce significance levels that are spurious.
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Table 4.11

Significantly Different Means
Offenses by Current Assignment

Offense*

Assignment(N)

NEGCHAR

Patrol (N=124)
Investigative(N=35)

BUYSTGDS
SEXADCHD

CONTFOOD

Mean

Overall Mean(N=196)

8.1129
7.3143

7.944

Traffic(N=20)

6.8000

5.673

Investigative

5.0857

Patrol
Investigative

8.4194
8.4000

Traffic

8.4000

Ottier(N=8)

7.1250

Traffic

8.5789

Patrol

8.5081

Investigative

8.3714

Other

6.6250

'see Table 4.1 for offense descriptions
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8.352

8.426

Table 4.12 shows the results of an analysis of variance done between

San Bernardino against Bloomington. It appears that very little variance exists

between the two departments. After examining the "2-Tail Probability" values,
the variance becomes statistically reinforced, indicating minimal differences
between the department means. Not only are mean variances subtle, but rank

order differences are slight as well. All offense categories rank the same except
for two:"Miscellaneous" and "Property." However, examination of these means

shows that the rank order differences are inconsequential.
Table 4.12

Analysis of Variance for Mean Offense Ratings
San Bernardino and Bloomington

Category

San Bernardino

Bloomington

Mean/SD

Mean/SD

(N=:121)

(N=34)

F Value

2-Tail Prob.

Personsl

7.6419/ .911

7.7460/1.154

1.60

.584

Persons2

7.5587/ .870

7.6439/ .714

1.48

.607

Drugs

7.2304/1.325

7.4657/1.356

1.05

.367

Property

5.8148/1.454

5.6176/1.489

1.05

.490

Miscellaneous

5.6322/1.075

5.6634/1.027

1.10

.881

White collar

5.5155/1.431

5.5922/1.325

1.17

.781

significance at <.05 level
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Table 4.13 displays the analysis of variance between San Bernardino

and Inglewood by the offensive categories. The results are quite similar to

Table 4.12 where very little variance between the means existed. As shown by

the "2-Tail Probability," there appears to be minimal supportfor any significant
differences. The mean scores of each department are very similar, with rank
order displaying variance in four of the six offense categories("Personsi",

"Persons2","Property", and "Misc."). Of the four offense categories that indicate
rank order variance,"Personsi" and "Drugs" demonstrated the greatest

difference in mean scores(.4). The rank order variance exhibited by both

Inglewood and Bloomington appear to be an artifact of the small sample sizes
of each (N=41 and N=34, respectively) when compared against San
Bernardino (N=121).
Table 4.13

Analysis of Variance for Mean Offense Ratings
San Bernardino and Inglewood

San Bernardino

Inglewood

Mean/SD
(N=121)

Mean/SD

Category

F Value

2-Tail Prob.

(N=41)

Personal

7.6419/ .911

7.2752/1.628

3.19

.087

Persons2

7.5587/ .870

7.5513/1.203

1.91

.967

Drugs

7.2304/1.325

6.8250/1.626

1.51

.119

Property

5.8148/1.454

5.7292/1.537

1.12

.752

Miscellaneous

5.6322/1.075

5.8746/1.135

1.11

.232

White collar

5.5155/1.431

5.6530/1.422

1.01

.604

significance at<.05level
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Table 4.14 shows the results of an analysis of variance comparing the
mean category scores of Bloomlngton and Inglewood. In looking at the "2-Tail

ProlDability,''^^

of any significant differences between the

means. The greatest variance between the means is depicted in the"Drugs"
category-a variance of about.6, with a significance level at.07. When

considering rank order of the categories, Bloomlngton and Inglewood align
homogeneously, with only"Personsi" and "Persons2" reversing rank order.
However, when examining mean scores, very little variance is observed.

DiJe to the small, but analdgous sanjiple sizes of these two departments,
rank order and mean analysis are extremely homogeneous. The greater levels
of dispersion in the standard deviations of Bloomlngton and Inglewood seem to

be consistent with the small sample sizes (in comparison with San Bernardino).
The t-tests that were performed to analyze the variance of the three

departments, appear to demonstrate very little variance between the

departments. Most of the departmental variance occurs when comparing
Bloomlngton and Inglewood to San Bernardino. The consequential disparity of
the sample sizes for each department may influence and skew the analysis of
category means.
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Table 4.14

Analysis of Variance for Mean Offense Ratings
Bloomington and Inglewood

Category

Bloomington

Inglewood

Mean/SO

Mean/SO

F Value

2-Tail Prob.

(N=34)

(N=41)

Personsi

7.7460 /1.154

7.2752/1.628

1.99

.168

Persons2

7.6439/ .714

7.5513/1.203

2.84

.699

Drugs

7.4657 / 1.356

6.8250/1.626

1.44

.073

Miscellaneous 5.6634 / 1.027

5.8746/1.135

1.22

.410

Property

5.6176/1.489

5.7292/1.537

1.07

.753

White collar

5.5922 / 1.325

5.6530/1.422

1.15

.851

significance at <.05 level
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Table 4.15 shows the overall mean ratings, standard deviations, and

ranges for all departments by gender. Although the female respondents are

clearly under-represented in the survey, their mean score is very similar to the

males(a difference of .233), as well as the overall respondent mean(6.547).
With regard to the standard deviations, it appears that the female respondents
tend to rate the offenses more similar. Based upon the range of scores, male
respondents seem to rate the offenses as both less and more serious, with the

female respondents scoring within the male range.
The female respondent size undoubtedly limits the comparison of these

two groups, as does the aggregation of the data to determine a mean rating for
all offenses(see Miethe). However, the purpose of displaying overall mean
ratings allows the researcher and reader to "visualize" a relative picture of the
respondents ratings in a given study. In this instance, the mean ratings reported
only suggest a comparative illustration for analysis; not to ascertain any
absolute or definitive relation.
Table 4.15

Overall Mean Rating by Gender
for All Departments

Gender(N)

Mean

SD

Female(N=19)

6.341

,881

4.03 - 7.65

Male(N=177)

6.574

1.018

3.75-8.56
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Range

Table 4.16 displays the results of the overall mean ratings for all

departments by ethnicity. It is quite obvious that"White" category dominates the
study with 146 respondents. Yet, when reviewing the mean scores of all

ethnicities, they appear to extremely similar(greatest difference is .566). Due to
the relative small respondent size for the "Black,""Hispanic,"and "Other" ethnic
categories, it is difficult to assess any meaningful differences between the mean
ratings.

When analyzing the range of scores of the respondents. White
respondents' range of ratings match the overall sample range, with very little

difference in the dispersion of scores(.011). Although the Hispanic respondent
size is small(N=17), it seems that they tend to rate the offenses more similar

(SO)and more seriously(with regard to their mean rating and range of scores)
than the other ethnic groups. The greatest dispersion of ratings may be an
artifact of the small respondent size for the"Other category and the results
should be assessed with caution(as should the "Black" and "Hispanic"
categories).
Table 4.16

Overall Mean Rating by Ethnicity
for AH Departrhents

Ethnicity(N)

Mean

SD

Range

aack(N=19)

6.876

1.021

4.91 - 8.40

Hispanic(N=17)

6.901

.868

5.05 - 8.29

White(N=146)

6.479

.997

3.75 - 8.56

Other(N=12)

6.335

1.247

4.03-7.83
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Table 4.17 displays the overall mean ratings, standard deviations, and

ranges by the education level of the respondents. The sample size for each

group is relatively small, with "Some College" representing the greatest
reponse rate (N=108). All of the "Education" groups show remarkable mean

rating similarities despite the sample size disparities. The respondents within
the category"High School or Less" had the greatest overall mean and standard
deviation results. The category"BA or Higher" rated all offenses as less

serious; however, their range and standard deviation results appear to suggest
that they didn't have the actual lowest Score, but may have rated the offenses

consistently lower than the other groups. It is interesting to note that the results

of category"Some College or AA" nearly matches the overall population results
in mean rating, standard deviation, and range, perhaps due to a more
representative sample size (overall results: 6.547, 1.005, and 3.75 - 8.56,
respectively).

Table 4.17

Overall Mean Rating by Education
for All Departments

Education (N)

Mean

SD

Range

High Schoolor Less(N=31)

6.676

1.073

3.94 - 7.91

Complete High School(N=23)

6.537

.975

4.33 - 7.78

Some College or AA(N=108)

6.568

1.005

3.75-8.56

BA or Higher(N=34)

6.362

.975

4.84-8.31
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Within GrouD Analysis

A recurrent problem in the analysis of the results of the current study is
the si?e of the overall response rate(N=196). Between group analysis
performed thus far on the current data has yielded cautious and. possibly,
precarious results. The analytical techniques perfprmed on the data have

considered the small number of respondents who participated in the study and
has attempted to report a descriptive picture of the results.

Due to the above mentibned predicament,a within group analysis was
not undertaken. With response rates of the three departments minimal(San

Bernardino, N=121; Bloomington, N=34; and Inglewood, N=41), any within
group analysis would yield results more questionable and skewed than that of

the between group analysis performed. However, ah overall mean rating,
standard deviation, and range of scores by department was performed and the
results are shown in Table 4.18.

As shown in Table 4.18, Bloomington tends to rate the offenses more

seriously in mean rating and range(toward the high end)than the other two

departments. The respondents from Inglewood depict the lowest overall mean
rating and range (toward the low end)than Bloomington or San Bernardino.

The standard deviations reported suggest that all the departments appear to
rate the offenses very similar, with Bloomington depicting the least amount of

deyiation and Inglewood showing the greatest amount of dispersion.

Table 4.18

Overall Mean Rating by Department
; ■

Mean

SO

Range

San Bernardino(N=121)

6.579

.984

4.29-8.40

Bloomington (N=34)

6.586

.972

4.33-8.56

Ingiewood(N=41)

6.417

I.IIQ

3.75-7.90

Department(N)

Between Study Analysis

Table 4.19 shows a listing of the current study's63 offenses in rank

order, as well as Rossi et al., Pontell et al., and McCleary et al. by mean ratings.
Standard deviations are included in both the current study and Rossi et al.. but
was not provided by the authors of the remaining studies. A majority of the

offenses appearing in Table 4.19 were derived from the 1974 Rossi et al. study.
Only three offense vignettes were exclusive to the current study, which

undoubtedly could not yield a comparitive mean rating by the remaining studies
shown (Selling cocaine. Using cocaine, and Being a member of a juvenile
gang). It should be noted that each study had varying amounts of offensive

vignettes(Comnick,63; Rossi et al., 140; Pontell et al., 60;and McCleary, 140),
which may have had an affect on the ratings shown.

In glancing over the mean scores, it seems that ratings are more

consistent than rankings. Relative mean ratings are very similar among the four
studies, specifically those studies with corresponding amounts of survey
questions(i.e., Comnick and Pontell, et al.; and Rossi et al., and McCleary et
al.). As mentioned above, only two studies shown in Table 4.19 have

accompanying standard deviations. In reviewing the levels of dispersion of the
two studies, it appears that the respondents tend to rate the offenses less

consistently, the less serious the offense is. However, based on the reported
standard deviations, the respondents of the Rossi et al. study seem to be more
dispersed than that of the current study.
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Overall Mean, Standard Deviation, and Rank of Four Studies

Comnick{N=196)
Offense Title* Rank

M

SD

Rossietaf.(N=100)"
M

SD

Pontell etal.(N=105)

McCleary etal.(N-154)

Mean

Mean

8.34

ASSPUOFF

1

8.566 1.432 7.909

1.933

8.30

FORRAPE

2

8.565

.750 7.888

2.324

8.63

8.61

RAPENEIG

3

8.495

.942 7.778

1.930

8.28

8.17

SELLSEC

4

8.480 1.213 7.423

2.392

8.15

7.07

GONTFOOD

5

8.426

1.263 7.596

2.281

8.28

8.18

KILSTRGR

6

8.413

1.320 7.821

1.852

8.31

8.46

KIDNAPRN

7

8.361

.984 7.930

1.961

8.39

8.52

SEXADCHD

8

8.352

1.083 7.861

1.934

7.71

7.07

DESENWAR

9

8.291

1.437 7.194

2.162

8.07

6.25

KILLBUST

10 8.274

1.356 7.898

1.880

8.33

8.00

KILLACQU

11 8.267

1.301 7.717

2.051

8.10

7.76

BTPOLOFF

12 8.107

1.314 7.020

2.395

7.60

6.73

ROBARTRU

13 8.089

1.195 8.021

2.832

7.92

7.58

ROBBANK

14 8.084

1.125 7.163

2.283

7.90

7.53

KILLSOME

15 8.041

1.557 7.867

1.914

8.35

7.65

MANSELL

16 8.026

1.412 7.653

1.811

7.55

7.21

KILLSPSE

17 7.985

1.597 7.835

T988

8.33

7.20

NEGCHC^R

18 7.944

1.415 6.660

2.641

7.16

6.10

SELLCOKE

19 7.888

1.484

n/a

n/a

n/a

ARHOLTAX

20 7.880

1.294

1.826

7.80

7.65

SELLHERN

21 7.878

1.473 8.293

1.630

7.80

7.15

ROBDRUG

22 7.770

1.692 7.487

1.795

7.85

7.57

DTHNEGR# •

23 7.665 1.633 6.918

2.134

7.08

5.84

AOCTBRIB

24 7.658

1.698 6.240

2.543

7.30

6.66

ASSLGUN

25 7.628

1.448 7.323

2.156

7.71

6.76

DTHTEN

26 7.586

1.540 6.704

2.513

7.02

6.13

MUGGASH

27 7.524 1.552 6.796

2.247

6.84

6.73

MTHSGNIN

28 7.490

1.999 5.907

3.031

5.82

4.99

MGDEFECT

29 7.361

1.771 6.604

2.443

6.73

6.36

INTIMWIT

30 7.255

1.535 5.853

2.202

6.90

6.88

ILLABGRT

31 7.199 2.082 6.330

2.392

6.38

5.55

KILLLGVR

32 6.964

2.502 6.691

2.774

7.35

6.27

PRACTMED

33 6.876 2.147 6.207

2.243

6.17

5.26

EMBEZZCG

34 6.874

2.628

6.63

6.75

n/a

7.505 !

1.686 6.500
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Comnick(N=196) Rossietal.(N=100)*' Ponteiletal.(N=105) McClearyetal (N=154)
Offense Title* Rank M
SD
M
SD
Mean
Mean
USGCOKE

35 6.724

2.111

USHEROIN

36 6.694

BURGHOME

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

2.129 7.520

2.207

6.42

4.41

37 6.658

1.889 6.115

2.423

6.24

5.68

SELLSTGD

38 6.597

1.651 6.021

2.113

6.10

4.59

BLKMAIL

39 6.372 2.058 6.667

2.263

6.07

6.48

DEFUSCRS

40 6.235

2.133 6.093

2.241

5.84

5.82

SHPLIFTG

41 6.179

1.996 5.939

2.338

5.80

4.65

SLWTHSTC

42 6.115

1.938 5.821

2.241

5.44

5.32

SELLPEP

43 6.032

2.288 6.867

2.384

GANGMEMB

44 6.005

2.369

BEATAGOU

45 5.764

BUYSTGDS

46 5.673

ILLINRTS

6.48

4.62

n/a

n/a

n/a

1.864 5.032

2.376

5.60

5.17

1.947 5.596

2.407

5.78

3.78

47 5.403 2.183 5.653

2.403

4.83

4.54

OVERCHAR

48 5.204

2.058 5.135

2.541

3.93

4.05

OVRCHGCT

49 5.097

1.989 4.970

2.493

4.46

4.28

SMUGGDS

50 5.084

2.187 4.918

2.370

4.87

3.41

SHLFSHOE

51 4.948

2.231 4.990

2.604

4.31

3.41

FXPRIGES

52 4.903

2.213 4:629

2.464

4.86

5.00

INACCSCL

53 4.878

2.096 4.786

2.429

4.59

4.34

BEATSOME

54 4.845 2.613 6.368

2.406

6.04

5.49

PRIFIXMA

55 4.577 2.170 4.619

2.494

4.37

4.68

FLSECLMS

56 4.576

2.355 4.832

2.608

4.64

3.32

REPRENT

57 4.429

2.173 4.781

2.584

3.52

3.88

REFUSALI

58 4.199

2.541 4.063

2.583

3.98

2.91

PROHDEMO

59 3.613

1.957 4.323

2.547

3.11

2.33

DISTPCE

60 3.332

2.005 3.779

2.678

3.66

1.85

KILLBURG

61 3.206

2.846 4.868

2.988

3.99

3.34

REFPARK

62 2.750

1.957 3.583

2.545

3.19

1.98

FALADVER

63 2.378

2.048 4.083

2.823

3.39

3.27

n/a

*See Table 4.1 for descriptions

**The number of respondentsfor each rating was at least 100,but not more than 200.
Note; Pontell etak and McCleary et al. did not report a standard deviation score.
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Summary

The current survey considered police officer perceptions oF the

seriousness ofcrime froirt three demographicaily different departments(the
cities San Bernardino and Inglewood. ealifornia, and Blbomington. INinois). The
survey had 196 respondents(an overall response rate of 45%)who were asked

to rate the seriousnessof 63 offense vignettes on ascale of^^^1^

and respond

to 14 demographic questions. In general, the majority of the respondents were

as follows: White(75%), male(90%), between the ages of 31 to 40(42%), had
16 or more years of service(52%), were assigned "street" duty(77%). ranked at

or below sergeant(92%), and had some college or received a college degree
■ ■,(72%).. ;
A rank order of the mean ratings and standard deviations indicated that
those offenses rated as more serious were less dispersed than offenses located

near the bottom of the list. Most offenses that reflected crimes against persons
were perceived as more serious than crimes against property or white collar
crimes. Upon further analysis, offenses against persons where the perpetrator
and victim had an apparent relationship, the crime was rated as less serious

than those vignettes that implied stranger-victim scenarios.
For the purpose of analysis, the 63 offense vignettes were placed into six
categories (Personsi, Persons2, Property, Drugs, White collar, and

Miscellaneous). Due to the minimal response rates reported, an analysis of

variance (ANOVA) was completed using a Scheffe post-test. In testing the
variance of the categories between the three departments, relative agreement

existed supporting the null hypothesis that the respondent groupings are very

similar. A rank order comparison of the categbries by each depailrhent yielcied
results that are consistent with the above discussion- minimal difference in
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offense category rankings.

To determine If significant differences existed between mean ratings and
the three departments surveyed,t-tests were done for gender. A vast majority of
the offenses Indicated no significant differences between the sexes. Of the 63

offenses, only four demonstrated a significance at the <.05 level. However, due
to the disproportionate groups sizes, the results should be viewed with caution.
Further demographic comparisons were completed to test the variance of

the reported mean offense ratings. Ethnicity, education, current rank, length of
employment, and currentjob assignment were examined and found to be

generally analogous in mean ratings. Of the variables listed, ethnicity reflected

the most(12)significant variances, but according to the Scheffe test, only three
mean ratings were %uly''significantly different. Similar findings are reported by
the remaining demographic variables, apparently validating the homogeneity pf
the respondents rating tendencies. Using the Scheffe test, the respondents'
currentjob assignment wasfound to have the greatest number Of(4 out of 63)
"truly" significant variances between mean ratings. Overall, the departments'

appaar to have rated the 63 offenses surprisingly uniform,apparently
supporting the null hypothesis that no significant differences exist between the
groups'mean ratings.

T-tests were done to examine differences between the category variables
and the Individual departments. No significant differences were found between

the three departments and their respective mean ratings. Not only did each
department's mean ratings reflect equitable results, their rank order was

remarkably consistent. Of the three departments, Inglewood demonstrated the

most variance in category rankings when compared against San Bernardino(3
of the 6 category rankings were Inconsistent).
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Finally, a table was created to illustrate the similarities between the

current study's mean ratings and three previously completed studies' mean

scores(Rossi et al.,(1974); Pontell et al..(1985); and McCleary et al..(1981). In
examining over the mean scores, it appears that mean ratings are more
consistent than rank order of the offenses. Standard deviations of the current

study and that of Rossi et al., appear to demonstrate consistency in the increase
of the levels of dispersion as offenses become less serious.

Note: It was previously discussed that a comparison between residents of

a Texas study examining crime seriousness perceptions and the results of the

current study would be completed. However, in reviewing the Texas study and
its results in depth, it was discovered that out of the 63 offensive events

surveyed in this study, only six were found in the Texas study. Due to this small
number, the relevance and meaningfulness to the current study was

inconsequential and would not enhance the results of this study. Therefore, the
Texas study was not included in this study for comparison purposes.
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Summary and Conclusions

Since the classic study by Sellin and Wolfgang in 1964, social science

researchers have held considerable interest in the area of determining the
perception of the seriousness of crime. Past research studies have shown a

remarkable level of general consensus with regard to the perceptions of the

seriousness of crime(Rossi et al., 1974; Sellin and Wolfgang, 1964). This
general consensus has been reported in numerous crime seriousness studies
surveying a variety of population samples.

Although absolute consensus is clearly unrealistic, several studies have

shown general consensus in subgroup analysis(Rossi et al.. 1974). As with
other topics of social science research, criticism surrounding crime seriousness
studies is not lacking. Several studies have been critical of the methodology
and techniques for analysis employed by crime seriousness researchers

(Miethe, 1982, 1983). It seems that the focal point of criticism is whether a "true"

consensus exists, or if it is simply a matter of statistical artifact. In acknowledging

that social science research does not typically occur in controlled laboratory
exercises, "true" or "absolute" answers should not be the expectation or goal
when examining human behavior. Thus,the results of a study, created to
examine opinion, can be meaningful and valid if undertaken in a manner

suitable to the type of data gathered and appropriate methods of analysis are
utilized (with emphasis on minimizing error).
Much of the previous crime seriousness research has been dedicated to

obtaining data from general population samples and college students. Previous
studies have surveyed police chiefs,judges, attorneys, and probation officers
■ , : 80 r,':
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(Sellin ana Wolfgang, 1964; Pontell et al,, 198^;and McGleary et aL 981)
Hpweyerv few studies have focused exclusively on law enforcernent crfficefs.

The apparent oversight in exploring this specific population group seems to
discountthe potential valuethe results df such astudy may yield. It would seem

to be pt Ql^aatinterestto examine the perceptions ofthe seriousness of crime by
individuals who contend on a daily basis with indiyiduais comrnitting offenses
typically contained in crime seriousness surveys^
The usefulness of seriousness studies are not limited to the academician.

Previous studies have demonstrated the utility of crime serioushess data

ranging from exploring society'sfear of specific criminal offenses to assisting
criminal justice administrators in maximizing the effectiveness of their limited
resources. Furthermore, data from seriousness studies have been utilized in

assisting politicians in validating and bolstering a given crime control policy.
The intent of this study was to examine the perceptions of the

seriousness of crime from a relatively untapped segment of society by surveying
sworn law enforcement officers. Additionally, due to the lack of previous
research focusing on police officers, this study should add to the current crime

seriousness literature in this area. Finally, this study should serve as a salient

comparison to studies previously completed which sampled respondents from
the general population of colleges.

The purpose of the literature review chapter was to provide relevant
information presented in general population crime seriousness studies that are

applicable to the current study. The literature review chapter focused on four

primary areas: studies highlighting seriousness ratings of the general

population; studies that centralized on how respondents rate criminal vignettes;
studies that are critical of crime seriousness research methods and analysis
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teehniques; and studies specific to populations within the criminal justice
■/system.-"

Since the earliest crime seriousness study by Sellin and Wolfgang in
1964, a general theme of consensus has been consistently reported in the
ratings of criniinal offenses. According to a majority of the research reviewed,

crirne Seridusness studies have validated Sellin and Wolfgang's classic study
by indicatirig remarkable agreement for the rating of offensive vignettes,
particularly under Subgroup analysis (see Rossi et al., 1974). Even cross-

cultural studies comparing U S- college students with Middle Easterh cbllege
students showed relative overall aQ^^aanient. Perhaps the most important
aspect of the Sellin and Wolfgarig study was the establishment of reliable and

reproducible methodologies and research techniques created in TTie

Measurement0 Delinquency: this contribution in the area Of social science
research measuring psychophysical data has prompted a continual interest in
crime seriousness research.

Studies surveying the opinions of the general population and coHege
students dominate a majority of past offense assessment questionnaires. Some
studies have concentrated on incarcerated respondents' perception of crime

seriousness. They reported some levels of disagreernent, but an overall general
consensus in the ratings and rankings of offenses was preyalent. Rossi et al
(1974) surveyed a representative sample of residents in Baltimore with 140

offense scenarios. Again, a high level of consehsus was found; however, the
authors did report some variation in ratings between respondents who were
Black, female, and young (these respondents tended to rate the offenses as
more serious, though not significantly): Additionally, Rossi et al. reported that

educatioh -the higher one's education level, the greater the agreement in the

ratings- and whether a respondent had been criminally vlGtimized -non-victims
tended to rate offenses as more serious- played a crucial role in the
respondent's assessment of the criminal events

A reoccurring result of crime seriousness studies have found white collar

offenses as typically perceived as less serious than crimes against persons and
property (i.e., "street crimes"). The results of these studies indicate that

respondents assess the "impact" of a given offense. Those offensive vignettes
that portray a physical element(i.e., physical injury)tend to be rated as more

serious than those thatfocus on the economic aspect of a criminal event. The

authors suggest that an event described as a white coils'" Ghme may be
misrepresented in public evaluations due to their concentration on the

economic irnpact associated with white cdllar crimes. Typically, the focus on

white collar crime is on the dollar value of the offense. The resulting physical
injury that may emanatefrom white collar offenses are not perceived as
immediate or brutal, relative to a robbery or murder.

In another study thatfocused on white collar offenses(taken from Rossi
dt al., 1974), Gulleri(1982)stated that the perceptions of the seriousness of

white collar crime had increased since Rossi's 1974 study. However, the

increase in the seriousness of the respondent's perception may be due in part
to the following reasons: the passing of time; urban versus rural respondents;
and the rnethods of data collection(mail v. interview). Although the above study
reported an increase in white collar severity ratings, when compared against
the remaining ten offense categories included in the study, white collar offenses
were not perceived to be as serious.

A major concern presented by some researchers looked beyond whether
a consensus existed between respondents; these authors examined "how" or
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"why" respondents selected a given rating for a specific offensive vignette.
Several authors suggested that the Intent of a perpetrator was not necessarily
needed(see Parton et ai., 1991 for opposing view); rather, the level of injury,
theft, and damage done to the victim was more meaningful. Other authors
suggested that seriousness studies must define "seriousness" in order to focus

the respondent's and the researcher's understanding of the offensive events

contained in a questionnaire. Finally, several studiesfocused on the "totality,"
wrongfulness," and "harmfulness" of offensive vignettes.

The findings reported in crime seriousness studies have not gone
unchallenged. Several authors have been critical of the methodology and
statistical analysis techniques employed in crime seriousness studies.

Specifically, some authors have criticized the distinction between relative and
absolute consensus, the additivity of criminal events, offense over-

representation of violent criminal events in crime seriousness questionnaires,

and the frequency of offenses(i.e., the mostfrequently occurring crimes do not
equate to the most serious ratings). Furthermore, researchers have

concentrated their criticisms on content validity (©.g., scale composition and
item placement within the survey instrument)and inappropriate statistical

analysis techniques(e.g., applying interval level analysis to ordinal level data).
As previously discussed, most crime seriousness research has focused

on college students and general population samples. Of the relative few studies

that have concentrated on criminal justice personnel(primarily consisting of
prosecuting attorneys,judges, probation officers, and defense attorneys), a

general consensus in severity ratings has been shown. Additionally, similar
results consistent with past crime seriousness studies were found where the

focus of the survey was directed toward law enforcement officers, specifically.
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The methodology used In this study replicated, in part, previous crime
seriousness studies. The current study utilized similar variables, scale
composition, survey instrument design, and analysis techniques exercised in

past studies in an attempt to maximize content validity. Inherent to this study
examining police officer perceptions, a non-random or purposive sampling
method was employed in obtaining the perceptions of sworn police officers from
three police departments; San Bernardino and Inglewood, California, and

Bloomington, Illinois. Due to the small populations participating in the survey, all
sworn personnel were asked to participate from the San Bernardino and

Bloomington departments. Only half of the sworn population at the Inglewood
Police Department were asked to participate because of time and money
constraints.

A 77 question survey(14 demographic questions and 63 descriptions Of
criminal events) was mailed to San Bernardino and Bloomington police
departments for administration by the police chief or their assistant. The

response rates for the two departments were average for mail survey: 121 (51

%)and 34(50 %), respectively. A third department, Inglewood, California, was

given the same survey instrument, with slightly different instructions: only half
(120)of the sworn officersfrom the Inglewood were asked to participate in the
study, of Which 41 or 34% returned usable questionnaires. In light of the fact that

the above response rates are considered average, it was the intent of this study
obtain a much higher response rate. It appears that response rates were low
due to the specific purpose of the survey and the type of population asked to
respond. The lower rates of response limited the analysis and interpretation of
these data.
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Th© city dBmographics of San Bsrnardino and Inglewood wer© rnore

consist©nt than th© city of Bloomington. Ethnic div©rsity, population siz©s, urban
locations, and highar crim© rat©s w©r© indicativ© of San Bornardino and

lngl©wood Wher©as th© city damographics^^o Bloomington war© in distinct
contrast with th© othar two dapartmants. Ethnic divarsity was minimal(90% are
Whit©), th© crim© rat© was relatively low, and th© city's location was raflactiv© of
a suburban ©nvironmant.

Th© first hypothesis stated thatpfficars responding to th© study would
yield similar crim© seriousness assessments to that of selected seriousness

studies previously completed, including Rossi at al.,(1974), McCleary at al.,
(1981),and Pontell at al ,(1985). Essentially, the current study proposes that a
general consensus between the respondents of the above mentioned studies
would exist. Although it was not possible to complete a correlation coefficient to
compare the mean ratings and ranking of the four studies, examination of the
mean ratings and ranking appear to indicate that a general consensus is
present, however, rank order appears to be less consistent and is difficult to

determine conclusively. This may be due in part the varying number of offensive
vignettes included in each study. In reviewing the standard deviations of the
current study with that of Rossi et al.(the remaining two studies did not report
standard deviations), it appears that a consistency(general agreement)in
scoring between the respondents is present due to the increase in standard

deviation scores as the criminal events become less serious. Further, the
studies seem to rate offenses from more serious to less serious, asfollows:

crimes against porsons, property, drugs, and white collar offenses, respectively.
The second hypothesis attempted to illustrate that varying tolerance or

threshold levels would exist between the three departments. Basically, it was
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expected that respondents in the departments that differed by location and

criminal environments would view crime seriousness differently. In addition, it

was conjectured that respondentsfrom departments in cities reflecting higher
diversity, population sizes, and crime rates (i.e., San Bernardino and

Inglewood)would tend to rate crimes less serious than respondentsfrom
diametric demographic environment. Furthermore, respondents from

departments located in and confronting higher bccurrences of crime may
become desensitized to the perceived seriousness of crime. The results of

analysis dembnstfated sbrne contradictory tendencies; however, none were
statistically significant. Those tendencies are as follows;

1. For purposes of analysis, the 63 offensive events were placed into six

criminal categories. Using ANOVA with a Scheffe post-test, rank order analysis
of category means indicated minimal variance between the departments, with
no statistically significant differences repprted.

2. A general consensus was shown between departments in ranking the
offensive categories(crimes against persons, property^ drugs, and white collar,
respectively),

3. Subgroup analysis(using Scheffe) with selected demographic
variables(gender, ethnicity, level ofeducation, current rank, length of
employment, and currentjob assignment)again demonstrated a general
consensus. Minimal differences were reported, but must be viewed with caution

due to the small sample sizes contained within each variable and the possilpility
of a statistical artifact being produced(see Miethe 1982, 1983).
I
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4. Overall mean ratings, standard deviations, and ranges of three
variables(gender, ethnicity, and education) were analyzed by departmentf^r

descriptive purposes. Again, the respondentsfrom ali three departments
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demonstrated a high level of consensus, with minimal differences present. As

previously mentioned, the small sample sizes contained in each variable may

have an affect on the results reported. Of the variables considered for subgroup
analysis, the mean ratings of the variables with the greatest number of
respondents within each subgroup (e.g., within the variable "Ethnic," most

respondents were White, N=177),tended to report ratings closest to the study's
overall offense mean score.

The results of the analysis appear to indicate a remarkably

homogeneous population with regard to crime iseriousness ratings. Thus, the
null hypothesis, that the respondents from the three departments would rate the

offenses similar, must be accepted. In addition, theorizing that varying tolerance
levels would be found must also be reconsidered. Even though respondents
from the Sah Bernardino departrhentseem to ratd the offenses mpre similar to

the overall response mdahs,the disparity in the number of respondents
participating in Bloomington dnd lnglewood (121, 34, and 41, respectively) may
have had a direct affect on this outcome.

The third hypothesis of the study sought to examine within group

differences of the three departments. A recurrent problem in the analysis of the
results of the current study was the size of the overall response rate(N=196).

Between group analysis performed thus far on the current data has yielded
cautious and, possibly, precarious results. The analytical techniques performed

on the data have considered the small number of respondents who participated
in the study, and has attempted to reporta descriptive picture of the results.
Due to the above predicament, a within group analysis was not

undertaken. With response rates of the three departmentsminimal(San

Bernardino, N=121; Bloomington, N=34; and Inglewood, N=41), any within

group analysis would yield results more questionable and skewed than that of

the between group analysis performed. However, comparisons of overall mean
ratings, standard deviations, and range of scores by department were

performed. Bloomington tended to rate the offenses more seriously in mean
rating and range(toward the high end)than the other two departments. The

respondents from Inglewood depicted the lowest overall mean rating and range
(toward the low end)than Bloomington or San Bernardino. The overall mean

score and standard deviation of the respondentsfrom San Bernardino appear
to be more analogous to the study's overall mean score and standard deviation
(6.579,.984, and 6.547, 1.005, respectively). The standard deviations reported
suggest that all the departments appear to rate the offenses very similar, with

Bloomington depicting the least amount of deviation and Inglewood showing
the greatest amount of dispersion.

The results of this study demonstrate a general consensus and are
consistent with the findings of previous crime seriousness studies. It was

interesting to find that the study, albeit with varying demographic pictures
(especially, Bloomington), appear to rate the offenses rather consistently. The
findings of a general consensus were not onlyfound under aggregate or
descriptive analysis methods, but under subgroup analysis using the Scheffe
post-test, where remarkable agreement was shown. There were minimal

differencesfound, but most were not significant. Of thefew significant

differencesfound using Scheffe,the possibility that these findings were merely
statistical artifacts was introduced due to the small sample sizes analyzed.
It became quite obvious that a study designed to determine a specific
population's perceptions regarding human behavior is an arduous task. The

minimal response rates obtained in this study have greatly limited the ability to
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analyze, summarize, and generalize the findings, not only within the

departments participating in the study, but to other police officers in general.
Consistent with a majority of social science research, generalization of a
specific study must be done cautiously, within specified parameters. The results
of this study can only be generalized across the respondents included in the

study, not necessarily the departments the respondents represent In an attempt
to improve upon this study's results, more vigorous follow-up methods should
be used to insure higher response rates(perhaps, a larger number of

departments covering a more representative national sample should be sought
or. at the minimum, larger departments in representative geographic areas).
However, monetary and time costs will rise accordingly.

In response to the critics of seriousness research, this study exemplifies
responsible use of data analysis techniques and cautious reporting of the
study's findings, In studying human assessments and attitudes, it seems

ludicrous to suggest that one is going to find "absolute" agreement or
consensus. It would seem logical that a majority of society's ideologies,

philosophies, and practices are relative and general to a certain degree. In
other words, human behavior does notfunction in absolute terms; so why would
one seek to find absolute results? Itis believed that the results of this study
(although limited) expands the relative small amount of seriousness research,

especially with regard to police officers. Further, it is felt the study in general is

consistent with and lends itself to previous and future research in examining
crime seriousness perceptions. It is hoped thatfurther research in police officer

attitudes will continue and build upon the limited information currently available.
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APPENDIX A

Offense Variable Descriptions

Offense Title*

Description

(N=63)

ASSPUOFF
FORRAPE
RAPENEIG
SELLSEC

assassination of public offical
forcible stranger rape
raping a neighbor
selling secret documents

CONTFOOD

selling contaminated food causing death

KILSTRGR
KIDNAPRN

impulsively killing a stranger
kidnapping for ransom
making sexual advances toward a child
deserting to enemy in war
killing over a business deal

SEXADCHD

DESENWAR
KILLBUST
KILLAGQU
BTPOLOFF

ROBARTRU
ROBBANK
KILLSOME

MANSELL
KILLSPSE
NEGGHGAR

SELLGOKE
ARHOLTAX
SELLHERN
ROBDRUG

DTHNEGRE
AGGTBRIB
ASSLGUN
DTHTEN

MUGGASH
MTHSONIN
MGDEFEGT
INTIMWIT

impulsiyely killing an acquaintance
beating up a police officer
armed robbery of armored truck
armed robbery of a bank
killing after a serious argument
mfg. & selling harmful drugs
impulsively killing spouse

neglecting to care for children
selling cocaine
armed hold-up of a taxi driver
selling heroin
armed robbery of a drug store
death of worker by negligence
accepting a bribe for favors
assault w/gun on spouse
death from neglecting to fix heater

mugging & stealing $200 cash
mother & son incest

mfg & selling known defective cars
intimidate a witness In a court case
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Offense Title

Description

ILLABORT
KILLLOVR
PRACTMED
EMBEZZCO
USGCOKE

perforrriing illegal abortions
killing spouse's lover
practicing medicine w/o license
employee embezzling company funds

using cocaine

USHEROIN

using heroin

BURGHOME
SELLSTGD
BLKMAIL
DEFUSCRS
SHPLIFTG
SLWTHSTG
SELLPEP

burglary of a home & taking a radio

shoplifting a diafTond ring
selling bogus stock as good invest
selling pep pills

GANGMEMB
BEATACQU

being a member of a juvenile gang
beating up an acquaintance

BUYSTGDS
ILLINRtS
QVERCHAR
DVRCHGCT
SMUGGDS

knowingly buying stolen goods
lending money at illegal interest rates

knowingly seiljng stolen goods

blackmailing
selling defective, used cars as safe

overcharging on repairs of cars

overcharging on credit for goods
smuggling goods to avoid taxes
shoplifting shoes from shoe store

SHLFSHOE
FXPRICES

fixing prices on consumer goods

INACCSCL

using inexact scales to sell meat

BEATSOME
PRIFIXMA
FLSECLMS

beating someone up in a riot
fixing prices on goods sold to bus.
false claim of dependents on taxes
refusal to repair rental property
refusal to pay alimony
joining a prohibited demonstration
disturbing the peace

REPRENt
REFUSALI
PROHDEMO
KILLBURG

REFPARK
FALADVER

killing a burglar in your home
refusal to pay paking fees
false advertising of cold remedy

listed from serious to least serious according to study
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APPENDIX B

Offense Severity Questionnaire
(Cover Letter)

This survey concerns the opinions of police officers concerning the seriousness
of various offenses. This questionnaire is being distributed to all active sworn

personnel in the(San Bernardino and Bloomington) City Police Department.
We appreciate the time to complete the attached form. Please understand that
your cooperation is entirely voluntary, and that the information gathered in this

survey will be treated with absolute confidentiality.
Please follow directions and fill out the questionnaire completely. Thank you for
your cooperation.

Carl Wagoner
Department of Criminal Justice

David Shichor

Department of Criminal Justice
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Attitude Survey - Part I

the information requested.
1. What is your SEX?

Female

Male

2. What is your AGE as of vour last birthday?

(1)21-25
-

•'

(5) 41-45

(2)26-30

(6) 46-50

(3)31-35 ,/

(7)51-55

_____(4)36-40

;

(8)56 & over

3. What is your ETHNICITY?
(1) American Indian, Native American, Alaskan Native

(2) Black Non-Hispanic, Afro American

(3) Chicano, Mexican-American, Latino, Hispanic

(4) White, Caucasian Non-Hispanic, Anglo
(5) Asian, Oriental, Pacific Islander
(6) Other (Please Specify)
4.

.(1)Some grade school

(8)Some graduate work

.(2)Completed grade school

(9) Graduate Degree
(MA/MS)

(3)Some high school
.(4) Completed high school

(5)Some college

(7) Completed bachelors degree
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5. What is your MARITAL status?

(1)Single

(4) Separated

(2) Married

(5) Widowed

(3) Divorced

(6) Living Together

6. What is your RELIGIOUS preference?
(1)Catholic
(2)Jewish

(3) Protestant

(4) No Religious Preference

(5) Other (Please Specify) _
7. Do you consider yourself:
(1) A very religious person?

(2) A moderately religious person?
(3) A slightly religious person?
(4) Not a religious person?

8. On the following scale, how would you rate your religious beliefs?
Fundamentalist

Liberal

1

2

3

4

5

9. What is your INCOME category?
(1)$20,000-$24.999

(5) $40,000-$44,999

(2)$25,000-$29,999

(6) $45,000-$49,999

(3)$30,000-$34,999

(7) $50.000-$54,999

(4)$35.000-$39.999

(8)$55,000 and over

10. What is your RANK?
(1)Patrol Officer

(3) Lieutenant

(2) Detective/Training Officer

(4) Captain
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11. How LONG have you been a police officer?
(1) Under 1 year

_

(4) 11-15 years

(2)1-5 years

_

(5) 16-20 years

(3)6-10 years

_

(6) Over 20 years

12. What is vour current ASSIGNMENT?

(1)Community Services

(3) Investigative

Division

Services Division

(2)Community Services
Support Division

(4) Staff Services
Division

13. POLITICALLY, do you consider yourself:
(1)Conservative

(2) Moderate
(3) Liberal

(4) Nonpolitical

14. What is/was your FATHER'S occupation? Please be specific.
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Attitude Survey - Part 11

This questionnaire is designed to determine your perceptions about the
seriousness of different offenses. Please rate the following statements on a
scale of 1 to 10; with 1 beino the LEAST serious, and 10 beino the MOST

serious. Rate each statement separately by itself, and not in relationship to any
of the other statements.

(1) False advertising of a headache remedy.
(2) Refusal to pay alimony.
(3) Mother-son incest.

(4) Killing a suspected burglar in home.

(5) Manufacturing and selling drugs known to be harmful to users.
(6) Blackmail.

(7) Neglecting to care for own children.
(8) Refusal to pay parking fines.
(9) Knowingly buying stolen goods.
(10) Shoplifting a diamond ring from a jewelry store.

(11) Impulsive killing of a spouse.

(12) Fixing prices of a consumer product like gasoline.
(13) Fixing prices of machines sold to businesses.

(14) Burglary of a home (and)stealing a portable transistor radio.
(15) A public official accepting bribes in return for favors.
(16) Beating up someone in a riot.

(17) Killing someone during a serious argument.
(18) Practicing medicine without a license.

(19) Overcharging on repairs to automobiles.

(20)Selling secret documents to a foreign government.
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,(21) Selling pep pills.
.(22) Armed hold up of a taxi driver.

.(23) Manufacturing and selling automobiles knovyn to be dangerously
defective.

.(24) Knowingly selling stolen goods.
.(25) Impulsive killing of an acquaintance.
.(26) Employee embezzling company funds.
.(27) Joining a prohibited demonstration.

.(28) Mugging and stealing $200 in cash.
.(29) Disturbing the peace.
(30)Shoplifting a pair Of shoes from a shoe store.

(31) Armed robbery of a neighborhood druggist.

.(32) Refusal to make essential repairs to rental property.
(33) Forcible rape of a stranger in a park;

(34) Beating up an acqUaintahca

(35) Causing death of an employee by neglecting to repair machinery.
(36)Armed robbery of a bank.
(37) Armed robbery of an armored truck.

(38) False claims of dependents on income tax.
(39) Killing someone after an argument of a business transaction.
(40) Kidnapping for ransom.

(41)Causing the death of a tenant by neglecting to repair heating plant.
(42) Knowingly selling worthless stocks as valuable investments.

(43)Smuggling goods to avoid paying import duties.

(44) Assault with a gun on a spouse.
(45) Beating up a police officer.
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.(46) Assassination of a public official.

.(47) Lending money at illegal interest rates.

.(48) Knowingly selling defective used cars as completely safe.
.(49) Making sexual advances to young children.
.(50) Performing illegal abortions.

.(51) Knowingly selling contaminated food which results in death.

.(52) Forcible rape of a neighbor.

.(53) Killing spouse's lover after catching them together.
.(54) Intimidating a witness in a court case.

.(55) Deserting to the enemy in time of war.

.(58) Impulsive killing of a stranger.

(57) Overcharging for credit in selling goods.

(58) Knowingly using inaccurate scales in weighing meat for sale.
(59) Using heroin.
(60) Selling heroin.
(61) Using cocaine.

(62) Selling cocaine.

(63) Being a member of a juvenile gang.
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APPENDIX C

Master Code of

Demographic Variables
NUMBER

1

CODE NAME

VARIABLE NAME

Sex

Sex

1

MALE

2

FEMALE

Age

Age

1

21-30

2

31-40

3

41-OVER

Ethnicity

Ethnic
1

BLACK

2

HISPANIC

3

WHITE

4

OTHER

Educ

Education

1

SOME HIGH SCHCCLCR LESS

2

CCMPLETEDHIGHSCHCCL

3

SOME COLLEGE OR AA DEGREE

4

BA DEGREE OR HIGHER

Marital
1

Marital Status

SINGLE

2

MARRIED

3
4

DIVORCED
OTHER

Relig
1
2

Religious Pref.

CATHOLIC
PROTESTANT

3

NO PREFERENCE

4

OTHER

Relprac

Religious Prac.

1

VERY

2

MODERATE

3

SLIGHTLY/NOT

100

8

Religious Belief

Rebelief
1

FUNDAMENTAL

2

MIDDLE

3

LIBERAL

Income
1

2

3

10

11

12

13

14

15

Income

$20,000-34,999
$35,000-44,999
$45,000+ .

Rank

Rank

1

PATROL OFFICER

2
3
4

DETECTIVE
SERGEANT
LT. OR HIGHER

Length of Emp.

LnthempI
1

5 YEARS OR LESS

2
3
4

6-15 YEARS
16-20 YEARS
21 AND OVER

Assign

Assignment

1

PATROL

2

TRAFFIC

3
4

INVESTIGATIVE
OTHER

Politics

Political Affiliation

1

CONSERVATIVE

2

MODERATE/NON-POLITICAL

3

LIBERAL

Father's Occup.

Fathoccu
1

PROFESSIONAL

2
3
4
5

ADMINISTRATIVE/COMMUNICATIONS
SALES/TRANSPORTATION/SKILLED LABOR
SERVICE/UNSKILLED LABOR
OTHER

Id Number
1 SAN BERNARDINO
2BL00MINGT0N
3INGLEWOOD
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